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SUPPORTING CONTEXT-AWARE
RECOMMENDATIONS: SYSTEM MODEL AND AN
EFFICIENT SEQUENTIAL PATTERN MINING
ALGORITHM
Jiahong Wang 1and Eiichiro Kodama 2 and Toyoo Takada 3
Faculty of Software and Information Science, Iwate Prefectural University, Japan
wjh@iwate-pu.ac.jp

and
Jie Li 4
Graduate School of Systems and Information Engineering, University of Tsukuba, Japan

Abstract. This paper addresses the subject of context-aware recommendations, and focuses on
the mining method of context-related sequential patterns for supporting context-aware
recommendations. A typical recommendation system answers such questions as what are the
interesting items for the current users. Most traditional recommendation systems have not taken
the situational information into account when making recommendations, which seriously limits
their effectiveness in ubiquitous computing application environment, where a user’s request is
generally related to, and thus processing a request should be dependent on, specific contexts (e.g.,
a specific location, time slot, noise level, or temperature range). This paper proposes a contextaware recommendation system model to improve performance of recommendation systems,
which is characterized by a novel sequential pattern mining algorithm that can efficiently mine
and group patterns by contexts. Extensive experiments have been conducted, and experiment
results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Keywords: Recommendation system, sequential pattern mining, context-aware computing.

1. Introduction
A recommendation system is a system that provides recommendations, predictions, or opinions to
a user on the basis of the user's observed behavior or the behavior of other users. It can be helpful
in e-commerce for recommending products, in corporate intranets for providing assistance in
finding expertise, or in medical applications where, e.g., patients are matched to doctors.
The context is becoming an important issue for recommendation systems. Traditionally,
context is referred to the situation that is related to the user who is accessing the recommendation
system, and a system makes recommendations by taking the context information into
consideration. For one example, for better services, Amazon should provide different
recommendations for the high school student user and graduate school student user who are
searching for, for example, CG books. For another example, customer reviews provide customerto-customer recommendations in Amazon. Users were found to reflect the reviewers’ context
(e.g., expertise) against their own, and a negative review was typically not seen as a deterrent if
the reviewer’s context were different from the user’s [17].
e-ISSN: 2289-2264
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In this paper, we address a different kind of contexts: the context of the activities related to
a user's query or a query's results. In other words, we consider the semantic of a user's query. An
example is given in Example 1 for explanation. Another example can be found in [21], where the
user’s experience of an item takes place where the recommendation system itself is running, i.e.
on the user’s mobile device, and context data can be obtained from sensors of the device.
Example 1. Refer to Fig. 1. Let us consider an automobile production line, which is
divided into several segments called locations. Each location is equipped with several sensors for
monitoring its status. Sensors are connected with each other via wireless network and to a
monitoring center.
When an abnormality occurs with a location, maintainers can access the corresponding
sensors to learn what is out of order and how it can be dealt with. Such practices are logged
routinely. By analyzing the log, experiences in maintaining the production line are accumulated,
and a decision tree as shown in Fig. 1 can be constructed. In turn, a recommendation system can
be constructed for supporting the maintaining activity.
Figure 1 tells that, each maintaining activity occurs in a specific location, i.e., a location is
the context of a maintaining activity. Then novices may ask help to the recommendation system by
specifying a context, and recommendation system makes its recommendations in that context.
Which areas are experiencing
abnormal conditions?
Location 1

Location 2

……

Is temperature sensor (Secsor1,3)
has detected abnormality?
No

Location N

Yes
What value is the oscillation
sensor (Sensor1,1)?
=0

> 100

others

Fig. 1: A decision tree for illustrating the concept of per-context sequential patterns.

As described in the above example, in this paper we address the subject of making contextaware recommendations. We achieve the goal by proposing a per-context sequential pattern
mining algorithm called ContextSPM. ContextSPM can discover sequential patterns related to
each context in one pass. Existing sequential pattern mining algorithms such as GSP [1],
PrefixSpan [2, 3], SPAM [4, 5], Spirit [6], and SPADE [7] mine a full set of the patterns
satisfying a support threshold. Algorithms in [8, 9, 10] mine a full set of the patterns containing
no subpatterns with the same support. Algorithms in [3, 4] can mine the patterns beginning with a
user-specified item. To the best of our knowledge, there have not been efficient alternatives to the
proposed algorithm ContextSPM.
On the basis of ContextSPM we propose a framework for making context-aware
recommendation. A user may submit to recommendation system a query with explicitly
specifying a context identifier, or the recommendation system may detect context of a user's
query. According to the context information, recommendation system makes as appropriate as
4
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possible recommendations to a user. The framework is also characterized by a context-aware
prefetch cache for enhancing the efficiency of data accesses.
A similar work can be found in [11], where a new sequential access pattern mining
algorithm is proposed, on which a web recommendation system is discussed. The context issue,
however, is not taken into consideration. Another can be found in [18], where a context-aware
recommendation system is proposed that has a context learning service for enabling construction
of users’ contexts from their log files. Mining the accompanying sequential patterns, however, is
not addressed. Similarly, in [20] identifying context information embedded in consumer reviews
is studied, and a technique for detecting review’s sentences containing the contextual information
is proposed. For others, authors of [12] argued that, traditional recommendation systems cannot
provide the best recommendation due to lacking the awareness of contexts, and although many
research projects have utilized the potentials of context-awareness, the composition of context is
fixed at design time, as that in [13]. Thus they proposed a framework that enhances the
recommendation systems with a task-oriented, context-aware model. Authors of [22] proposed a
recommendation system for recommending the advertisements of the location-based services with
consideration of the mobile phone users’ location, time, and needs type. Authors of [19] proposed
a context-aware layered approach to recommendation, which can abstract raw context
information to a semantic level to apply to recommendation system. Different from these work,
we emphasize the context-related sequential pattern mining algorithm. We think that it is the
mining algorithm that determines the behaviour and the performance of a recommendation
system.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the model of
computation and formally define the problem. An algorithm for per-context sequential pattern
mining, the ContextSPM, is given in Section 3. We also use an example to illustrate ContextSPM.
A framework for supporting context-aware recommendation is given in Section 4. Results of a
performance study are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Problem Statement
Let I = {e1, e2, …, em} be a set of all items, C = {c1, c2, …, cr} be a set of context identifiers, and
. A sequence, denoted by <e1'e2'…en'>, is an ordered list of items, where ei'
I, and ei' C
may hold. The length of a sequence is defined as the number of instances of individual items in
the sequence. A sequence of length l is called a length-l sequence.
is called a subsequence of another sequence

A sequence
denoted as

, if there exist integers

, such that

,
for all

.
A sequence database, denoted by SD, is a set of tuples <sid, S>, where S is a sequence, sid
is its identifier. The support count of a sequence in SD is the number of tuples containing in
SD, i.e.,
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝛼𝛼) = | { < 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, 𝑆𝑆 > | < 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, 𝑆𝑆 > ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ⋀ 𝛼𝛼 ⊆ 𝑆𝑆} |

The support of a sequence
5
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𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝛼𝛼) =

Given a real number MinSup (

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝛼𝛼)
| 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 |

) as the support threshold, a sequence

is

. In this case, is called a
called a frequent sequential pattern in SD if
MinSup-pattern, or a frequent pattern, or simply, a pattern.
Problem Statement. The problem of making context-aware recommendations is addressed in
two steps.
a) Given an access log database as the sequence database SD, a list of context identifiers, and
a support threshold MinSup. Devise an algorithm to mine all the MinSup-patterns from SD,
clustered by context identifiers.
b) Devise a framework of a recommendation system to make the context-aware
recommendation on the basis of the mined sequential patterns in Step a).
Example 2. Continuing with Example 1, let us consider the following access log database. Each
record in the log is of the format <UserId, Item>. Items "x" and "y" are the context identifiers.

We can divide the log data into access sequences according to UserId. The resulting access
sequence database is shown in Table 1. There are totally 5 access sequences. Subsequence xfe is
a 60%-pattern because it gets supports from 3 access sequences of user 100, 200, and 300.
Table 1: A Sequence Database SD

There are two context identifiers: "x" and "y". We therefore can divide the context-related
patterns into two sets: the ones containing "x", and the ones containing "y". Then users' requests
concerning "x" and "y" can be answered in the corresponding context.

3. Per-Context Sequential Pattern Mining
This section first introduces the related definitions and preliminaries by using Examples 1 and 2
(Let MinSup = 0.6). Then the algorithm ContextSPM is presented.

6
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3.1 Definitions and Preliminaries
Given the sequence database SD shown in Table 1. There exist two kinds of context, identified by
items "x" and "y", respectively. Sequential patterns per context can be mined as follows.
Support counts are first calculated: {x:3, y:3, a:4, b:4, c:4, d:4, e:4, f:5, h:1, i:1}. Erasing
the infrequent items, we have list FIList = <x, y, a, b, c, d, e, f>, and CXList = <x, y>. Then, we
can divide the set of patterns in SD into the following 3 disjoint subsets:
a) the ones that contain x,
b) the ones that contain y but do not contain x, and
c) the ones that contain neither x nor y.
Accordingly, the context-related patterns can be mined by constructing two new databases
derived from SD:
a) the sequences containing x, and
b) the sequences containing y, but item x has been removed.
Motivated by this idea, the problem of mining frequent patterns can be decomposed into a
set of subproblems as follows:
Lemma 1 (Level 1 problem partitioning (By the context ids)). Given a sequence database SD.
Let FIList = {x1, x2, …, xn, vn+1, vn+2, …, vm} be a complete list of the frequent items, and CXList =
{x1, x2, …, xn} be a complete list of the frequent context identifiers. The set of context-related
patterns in SD can be divided into n disjoint subsets. The ith subset, denoted by PSetT(xi),
includes the patterns that contain xi, but do not contain xj (j < i).
According to this lemma, the complete set of context-related patterns in SD can be mined
by identifying PSetT(xi) (i n) separately in order. For example, in Examples 1 and 2, the
patterns can be mined by identifying PSetT(x) = {x, xa, xd, xe, xf, xad, xed, xfd, xfe, xfed} and
PSetT(y) = {y, yb, yc}, respectively.
Definition 1 (Target item, Seed, and Domain). Assume we are identifying PSetT(xi). xi is called
the target item. The complete set of such sequences in SD that contain xi, but xj (j < i) has been
removed, is called xi's domain, denoted by Domain(xi). The set {xi, xi+1, …, xn, vn+1, vn+2, …, vm} is
called a seed set with regard to xi, denoted by Seed(xi).
For Examples 1 and 2, we have two domains: Domain(x) = {xfebad, cxiafed, xfycbead} and
Domain(y) = {fycbead, ybhecafd, ybcf}.
Given a target item, say item x, PSetT(x) can be mined in the Domain(x). At that time, we
need to know the complete set of such items that head patterns in PSetT(x), which is called the
FIRST item set with regard to item x.
Definition 2 (FIRST item set). Given a target item x. Let PSetT(x) = { , , …,
}. Item set {f1,
f2, …, fn} is called the FIRST item set with regard to x, denoted by FIRST(x), if and only if (1) for
any i n, there exists j m, fi = [1:1]; (2) for any i m, there exists j n, [1:1] = fj. The
notation such as
7
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Given a sequence = e1e2 …

= e1'e2' … ek' is

with regard to ek, denoted by [1:k] or [ek] for simplicity, if and only if ei' =

called a prefix of
ei for i

, and ek is an item in . A sequence

k. In the case of ej

ek (k < j

, or k =

), [ek] is called the maximal prefix,

denoted by [ek]max.
For example, given the item c and a sequence
prefixes, represented by

[1:3] and

= abcdecfg, both abc and abcdec are its

[1:6], respectively. The latter is the maximal prefix,

denoted by [c]max.
For Examples 1 and 2, we have FIRST(x) = {x}, and FIRST(y) = {y}. Using FIRST we can
further conduct the second level problem partitioning.
Lemma 2 (Level 2 problem partitioning (By the FIRST items)). Let x be a target item, and
FIRST(x) = {f1, f2, …, fm}. PSetT(x) can be divided into m disjoint subsets. The ith subset contains
the patterns with prefix fi, denoted by PSetF(fi).
For Examples 1 and 2, take item x as the target item. Since FIRST(x) = {x}, according to
this lemma, PSetT(x) can be divided into only one subset: PSetF(x) = {x, xa, xd, xe, xf, xad, xed,
xfd, xfe, xfed}.
PSetF is generated by generating length-(l+1) patterns from a length-l pattern that has been
mined so far. The items that qualify for attaching to the length-l pattern, called the qualified items,
are the items that are supported sufficiently in the projected database of length-l pattern.
Definition 3 (Projected database). Let

be a pattern in Domain(x). The -projected database,

, is the set of suffixes of sequences in Domain(x) with regard to . The
denoted by
term suffix is defined as follows.
= e1e2 … en. Let

Given a sequence
m'). Sequence

= a1a2 … am be a subsequence of , and am = em' (m

= em'+1em'+2 … en is called the suffix of

with regard to , denoted by

=

/

.
For example, given

= abcdecfg and

= abc, decfg is the suffix of

with regard to ,

represented by abcdecfg / abc. For Examples 1 and 2, take x as the target item, and f as the ,
then Domain(x) | f = {ebad, ed, ycbead}.
To make sure each pattern in PSetF(x) includes the target item, and also to be efficient, the
concepts of candidate set and search space are introduced in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 (Candidate set and Search space). Let xi be the target item, and
Domain(xi).

+

={ ,

, …,

a length-l pattern in

}, the complete set of length-(l+1) patterns with prefix , is to be

generated. The qualified items, QIS( ) = { / ,

/ , …,

/ }, need to be determined. The set

of subsequences where QIS( ) is searched is called the search space, denoted by SS( ). The set
8
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of items that can be members of QIS( ) is called the candidate set, denoted by CS( ). Candidate
set and search space are determined in four cases (called "states'').
a)

Find-FIRST ( = Null): The FIRST(xi) is to be determined. SS(Null) = { [xi]max,

[xi]max,

…, [xi]max}, where { , , …, } = Domain(xi). CS(Null) = Seed(xi). FIRST(xi) is equal
to the complete set of frequent items in SS(Null), which is a subset of CS(Null).
b)

Pre-Target (xi

): SS( ) = SS(Null)

. CS( ) = QIS( -), where

-

denotes the length-(l-

1) prefix of .
c)

Is-Target (xi

d)

Post-Target (xi

[1:l-1]

[l:l] = xi): SS( ) = Domain(xi)

[1:l-1]): SS( ) = Domain(xi)

, and CS( ) = Seed(xi).

. CS( ) = QIS( -).

For Examples 1 and 2, take item x as the target item, Domain(x) = {xfebad, cxiafed,
xfycbead}. When generating FIRST(x), we have SS(Null) = {x, cx} and CS(Null) = {x, y, a, b, c, d,
e, f}. Searching SS(Null) we find FIRST(x) = {x}. Since x is the target item, we enter the State 3,
and have SS(x) = {febad, iafed, fycbead} and CS(x) = CS(Null). Searching SS(x) we obtain length2 patterns {xa, xd, xe, xf}. Here we have extended the short pattern x to longer ones xa, xd, xe,
and xf, which is justified as follows.
Lemma 4 (Generate PSetF). Let f be a member of a given FIRST item set. A pattern with prefix f
belongs to PSetF(f) if and only if it is generated by the following two steps and it is in either IsTarget or Post-Target state. (1) f is the length-1 pattern. (2) Let be a length-l pattern (l 1),
and QIS( ) = {q1, q2, …, qp}. Then { q1, q2, …, qp} is the complete set of length-(l+1) patterns
with the prefix .

3.2 The Algorithm ContextSPM
Algorithm ContextSPM is given in Fig. 2. Its correctness follows from the above definitions and
lemmas.

4. A Framework for Supporting Context-Aware Recommendation
A ContextSPM-based framework for context-aware recommendation is shown in Fig. 3.
As the basis of making recommendations, beforehand a Pattern Tree as shown in Fig. 4 is
constructed off-line in three steps. Firstly, users' access activities are logged in an Access Log
database. Secondly, ContextSPM is applied to mine access patterns. Lastly, from the mined
access patterns the Pattern Tree Construction component constructs a Pattern Tree, and stores it in
the Pattern Tree database. Then the system is ready for making recommendations.

9
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Fig. 3: A framework for supporting context-aware
Examples 1& 2.
recommendation.

Fig. 4: Pattern tree for

Taken as the Current Access Sequence of a user who is accessing a system, his/her requests
in the current session are recorded in order. Matching Current Access Sequence with Pattern Tree,
the Recommendation Rule Generation component will generate Recommendation Rules.
The Prefetch Cache component constructs the context-aware Prefetch Cache from Pattern
Tree in two steps.
a) A prefetch plan is made for each context by scanning the context's subtree from right
to left and from bottom to up, recording each item but ignoring all the reoccurrences.
For example, for context "x" in Fig. 4, the prefetch plan is xafed. By doing so, the
order of items in the subtree can be preserved as far as possible, and thus, the next
data of a user's access sequence

10
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Fig. 2: Algorithm ContextSPM

can be fetched more efficiently. A prefetch plan can be a by-product of Pattern Tree
constructing.
b) The cache is loaded according to prefetch plans. Then, the prefetch cache is put into
operation.
Like existing prefetch caches, the efficiency of the proposed prefetch cache depends on
whether it matches an application's use of data. We found that in the domain of sensor networks
such as what is given in Examples 1 and 2, access sequences tend to be repeatable, and the
proposed prefetch cache can function very efficiently.
11
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To construct Pattern Tree from the mined access patterns, in Pattern Tree Construction
component an n-way tree [14] is utilized.
The Recommendation Rule Generation component searches for the best matching access
path in Pattern Tree according to a user's Current Access Sequence, and provide the suffix for a
user as the recommendation.

5. Performance Evaluation
Considering the difference between the proposed framework and its alternatives is mainly in the
sequential pattern mining component, we will evaluate ContextSPM only.
Because we have not found a complete alterative to ContextSPM, we cannot directly
compare it with others. We take PrefixSpan [3] as a reference, since it is an influential and one of
the fastest sequential pattern mining algorithms. For the comparison, we have modified
ContextSPM to take every item as a target item, and therefore to mine all the patterns, as
PrefixSpan does.
Note that it has been reported by other previous studies that, PrefixSpan is faster than
SPAM [15] and other earlier algorithms such as those found in [16, 1, 7].

5.1.

Experiment Environment

Synthetic sequence databases, generated using the IBM data set generator from the IBM Almaden
Research center, were used.
Performance evaluation was conducted in terms of
a) support threshold,
b) sequence database size, measured in number of sequences, denoted by letter D,
c) average length of sequences, denoted by letter S,
d) average length of potential patterns, denoted by letter I, and
e) number of individual items, denoted by letter N.
All experiments were conducted on a 1.5GHz Pentium PC with 1GB memory.

5.2.

Experiment Results and Discussions

The execution time, defined as the time interval from the mining process is started to it is finished,
is used as a performance metric.
Figure 5 shows execution times with support threshold varying from 0.05% to 0.25%.
ContextSPM is found to outperform PrefixSpan. The maximal memory usages of PrefixSpan and
ContextSPM are 6.7MB and 234MB, respectively, implying that compared with the PrefixSpan,
ContextSPM can (1) utilize memory resources more reasonably and effectively, and (2) may be
limited if one has not sufficient memory resources. We do not think this more usage of memory
resources would limit ContextSPM, since unlike before, modern computers generally have a large
amount of memory resources available.
Figure 6 shows execution times with database size growing from 100K to 500K sequences.
ContextSPM still outperforms PrefixSpan. But PrefixSpan outperforms ContextSPM slightly in
the scalability in this case, since execution time with ContextSPM increases slightly faster. The
12
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difference in scalability was found to be small, and in the case of a heavy environment (e.g.,
longer average lengths or lower support thresholds), they had almost the same scalability.
Figure 7 shows execution times with average length of the sequences growing from 5 to 25
items. For both algorithms, the longer the average length is, the larger the execution time is.
However, comparatively ContextSPM is far less affected.
For examining the behaviours of ContextSPM under different environments, an experiment
with different databases has been done with varying support thresholds from 0.25% to 0.05%.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. This figure tells that for a heavy environment, a too small
threshold would give very long execution times. Therefore, if the access logs are very large, or if
one has not enough computing resources such as for the mobile phones, it is not encouraged to
use a small threshold setting. In fact, large threshold settings always mean more helpful
recommendations.

Fig. 5: Support thresholds vs. Execution times
Execution Times
(Database is S10I4D100KN10000).
S10I4

Fig. 6: Number of sequences vs.
(Support is 0.05%, and database is
D100-500KN10000)

Fig. 7: Average Length of Sequences vs.
times
Execution Times (Support is 0.05%.
Database is S5-25I4D100KN10000).

Fig. 8: Support thresholds vs. Execution

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have addressed the subject of making context-aware recommendations. A percontext sequential pattern mining algorithm, called ContextSPM, has been proposed. On the basis
of ContextSPM, a framework for context-aware recommendation systems has also been proposed.
In the framework, ContextSPM is used to analyze the historical information to identify relations
between items and then these relations are used to determine the recommendations. ContextSPM
is characterized by its ability to mine sequential patterns in every context in one pass. The results
are represented in a pattern tree, with each context’s patterns being represented within one subtree.
13
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Extensive experiments have been conducted to compare ContextSPM with PrefixSpan. The
experimental results demonstrated that ContextSPM outperforms PrefixSpan in most cases. It was
also found that, compared with PrefixSpan, ContextSPM requires more memory space. Therefore,
for the applications where the memory is extremely limited, ContextSPM would not be a proper
candidate. This requirement, however, would not be so difficult to meet since the memory of
modern computers is becoming cheaper and larger.
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Abstract: Lecture timetabling is a highly constrained optimization problem. Metaheuristic
approaches, and their hybrids, have successfully been applied to solve the problem. This paper
presents three immune-based algorithms for lecture timetabling; clonal selection, immune
network, and negative selection. The ultimate goal is to show that the algorithms may be adapted
as new alternatives for solving lecture timetabling problems. The algorithms have been
implemented on four benchmark lecture (class) datasets. Experimental results have shown that
all algorithms are good optimization algorithms; have successfully produced good quality lecture
timetables. The algorithms are compared based on fitness values, relative robustness, and CPU
times. Statistical tests of hypotheses have significantly shown that the immune network is more
effective than the other two algorithms. All algorithms can handle the hard and soft constraints
very well, and may be accepted as new members of evolutionary algorithms for timetabling. The
values of relative robustness have shown that the timetables produced by clonal selection are
more robust than those produced by other two algorithms. The recorded CPU times have
revealed that the immune network has acquired the longest time on all datasets. A comparison
with published results has shown that all algorithms are as good as other solution methods. For
future work, these algorithms will be employed to other domains of timetabling problems.
Keywords: Lecture Timetabling; Artificial Immune System; Immune-Based Algorithm.

1. Introduction
Various facets of biology have always been the inspiration in developing computational models
and problem solving methods. The rapid increase in research of the biological systems has
enabled us to gain insight into the miraculous operation of our body. The use of biologically
inspired metaphors can result in new computer technologies and methods of problem solving, and
computing can provide new techniques for exploring biological concepts from an alternative
prospective. The immune system (IS), a biological system, has recently drawn significant
attention; and as a result, the artificial immune system (AIS) has emerged. In 1986 the theoretical
immunologist, J. D. Farmer, first suggested a possible relationship between immunology and
computing [12]. Since then, the field has expanded rapidly, with numerous papers published
applying AIS to a diverse set of topics ranging from computer security [13] to robotics [20].
The potential application areas of the IS metaphors are those seeking robust and goodenough solutions to problems occurred in dynamic environments [17]. These features are
characteristic of a number of real-world problem domains; anomaly detection, pattern
recognition, computer/network security, dynamic environments, dynamic learning, robotics,
diagnosis and control, data analysis, optimization, and scheduling. The task of producing robust
schedules (large similarity) has a direct analogy with the task faced by the IS; both operate in a
dynamic and unpredictable environment. The AISs are relatively new techniques and have been
successfully applied to optimization and scheduling problems [2, 3, 10, 18, 19, and 24]. Since
timetabling is a special case of scheduling, and treated as optimization by the Operations
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Research community, the AIS approaches may be adapted for timetabling problems to produce
good quality (and robust) timetables.
Lecture timetabling problem (LTP) is a specific case of the more general timetabling
problem, and known to be a highly constrained optimization problem. The LTP, also called
course or class timetabling, can be viewed as a multi-dimensional assignment problem. Given a
set of courses, a set of teachers, a set of weekly timeslots, a set of classrooms, and a set of student
enrollments, the problem is to assign teachers to courses, and lectures of courses to timeslots and
classrooms satisfying a set of hard and soft constraints. Many different approaches, including
evolutionary algorithms (EAs), Tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA), and their hybrids are
developed for solving many different types of LTPs.
Hard constraints must be satisfied to produce a feasible timetable, whilst violation of soft
constraints should be minimized and provides a measure of how good the solution is via an
objective (fitness) function. Soft constraints are generally more numerous and varied and far more
dependent on the needs of the individual problem than the more obvious hard constraints. The
LTP can be seen as consisting of three subproblems; course-teacher, lecture-timeslot, and
lecture-room assignments. In course-teacher assignment, the teachers are scheduled to all lectures
of courses; in lecture-timeslot assignment, all lectures are scheduled into a limited number of
timeslots; and in lecture-room assignment, all lectures are assigned to a fixed number of rooms.
Hence, in a LTP, an assignment is an ordered 4-tuple (a, b, c, d), where a∈E, b∈T, c∈R, and
d∈P. An assignment has the straightforward general interpretation: event (lecture) a starts at
timeslot b in room c, and is taught by teacher d. For some institutions, the allocation of courses to
teachers is carried out manually, and the allocation of lectures to rooms is a secondary problem
and can be done later as a separate activity.
This paper presents three immune-based algorithms (or AIS algorithms) for lecture
timetabling; clonal selection, immune network, and negative selection. The ultimate goal is to
show that the three algorithms may be adapted as new alternative approaches for solving LTPs.
Four benchmark lecture timetabling datasets are used for the implementation. Another objective
is to compare the effectiveness of the three algorithms on lecture (class) datasets. The algorithms
are compared based on the fitness values (soft constraint violations), the CPU times, and the
relative robustness (similarity between timetables). A comparison with published results is also
conducted to show that the algorithms are comparable with other solution methods.

2. Problem Statement and Objectives
Timetabling problems are known to be highly complex scheduling problems. These problems are
always studied because of its variety and complexity. The increase in the number of students (and
courses) and complexity of program structures mean that timetables are becoming more complex
and difficult to schedule. New timetables must be produced for every single semester to take
account of staff, student and course changes, causing a large amount of administrative work.
Small changes in timetabling data would ruin the feasibility of a timetable. AIS approaches may
be applied to produce robust timetables (large similarity timetables). With a set of robust
timetables, another feasible timetable (suite the changes) may be selected. In scheduling and AIS,
the term robustness is synonym with the flow-shop and job-shop scheduling problems [19 and
22] but not timetabling.
Heuristic methods are often used to solve real-world timetabling problems. The most
popular and well-studied heuristics are metaheuristics which include simulated annealing (SA),
Tabu search (TS), evolutionary algorithms (EAs). However, many of these approaches lack the
robustness. AIS schedules are robust and observed to be robust than schedules produced by a
standard genetic algorithm [19]. However, no timetabling researchers have applied AIS
algorithms. AIS and Timetabling are two separate disciplines, and there already exist a large
number of good timetabling algorithms.
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The aim of this paper is to introduce a number of immune-based algorithms for lecture
timetabling. The ultimate goal is not to show that the algorithms are better than other wellestablished algorithms in timetabling, but to show that the algorithms may be adapted as new
alternative approaches for solving timetabling problems.
The main objectives are as follows:
(a) Propose immune-based algorithms for lecture timetabling problems based on three
immunological principles (clonal selection, immune network, and negative selection); i.e.
three AIS algorithms are considered.
(b) Formulate lecture timetabling problem as a mathematical model.
(c) Implement and compare the AIS algorithms on benchmark timetabling datasets.
(d) Compare the results with other timetabling approaches.

3. Methodology
This section contains information on the approaches and methods employed to realize the
objectives on which this paper is based. The first section (3.1) outlines a model for lecture
timetabling, the timetabling constraints, a mathematical approach for problem formulation, and
the quality of a feasible timetable. The second section (3.2) looks at the adaptation of AIS
algorithms for lecture timetabling, mapping between AIS and lecture timetabling, and the main
operators of AIS algorithms. Section 3.3 summarizes the implementation procedure of the
algorithms on lecture timetabling datasets, a measure for robustness, the techniques used to
compare the algorithms including the statistical tests of hypotheses, and the comparison with
published results.

3.1

Lecture Timetabling Model

Nine lecture timetabling variables are considered; Department (D), Academic-program (M),
Course (C), Student-group (G), Student (S), Staff (P), Event (lecture) (E), Timeslot (T), and
Room (R). The interrelationships connecting the nine variables are represented by matrices. The
matrix representation is widely used in timetabling to organize a large and complex data. There
are two types of matrices, input and output. The number of input matrices depends on the
available timetabling data while the number of output matrices depends on the desired timetables.
An input matrix shows the association between two variables, and an output matrix shows a
timetable.
Based on the nine variables, the hard and soft lecture timetabling constraints are formulated
using 0-1 integer programming (0-1 IP) approach. 0-1 IP is the special case of integer
programming where variables are required to be 0 or 1 (rather than arbitrary integers). In contrast
to linear programming, which can be solved efficiently in the worst case, 0-1 IP problems are in
many practical situations NP-hard (nondeterministic polynomial-time hard), i.e. no method of
solving it in a reasonable (polynomial) amount of time is known. Also, the formulation uses a
logic function L(∗, ∗, ∗); a function of timetabling variables, always has a logic value of either 0
or 1. This function is suitable for formulating complex timetabling constraints. Each logic
function is unique and can only be applied for a particular constraint.
For timetabling problems with a large number of hard constraints, or over-constrained
problems, obtaining timetables that satisfy all the hard constraints at once is reasonably difficult.
To overcome this, a constraint relaxation mechanism is usually employed. The relaxed hard
constraints are considered as soft constraints and will be satisfied during an improvement process.
One must introduce a sort of hierarchy upon relaxed constraints. A weight is then proposed for
each constraint. This weight allows the setting of a partial order relation between constraints. The
lower the value of the weight is the more important the constraint is.
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The quality of a feasible timetable is usually determined by a set of different soft
constraints. The constraints are formed as a fitness function; it represents the total violations of
the soft constraints (to be minimized). A penalty (weight) function is required for each of the soft
constraints. This function uniquely reflects the importance of each soft constraint in the objective
function. The most important soft constraint (the most desirable to be satisfied) would acquire the
highest penalty value. A timetable with lowest fitness value is always considered as the best
quality timetable. However, different institutions have different needs and requirements, and
hence have different ways of determining a quality timetable.

3.2

Adapting AIS Algorithms for Lecture Timetabling

The immune system (IS) can be considered to be a remarkably efficient and powerful information
processing system which operates in a highly parallel and distributed manner [17]. It contains a
number of features which can be adapted in computer systems; recognition, feature extraction,
diversity, learning, memory, distributed detection, self-regulation, threshold mechanism, costimulation, dynamic protection, and probabilistic detection. From the perspective of information
processing, it is unnecessary to replicate all of these aspects in a computer model, rather they
should be used as general guidelines in designing a system.
This section presents a procedure for developing immune-based algorithms for lecture
timetabling. Three different immunological principles are considered (clonal selection, immune
network, and negative selection), and hence three different algorithms are developed. It is
important at this stage to establish an appropriate mapping between the IS and LTP (Table 1). For
some terms, different immunological principles use different names.
Table 1: Mapping between ‘IS’ and ‘LTP’
Immune System
Antibody/immune cell/detector
Gene
Antigen
Antigen detectors / lymphocytes
Monoclonal antibodies
Clonal deletion
Clone (offspring antibody)
Cloning
Mutation
Genetic variation
Receptor editing
Affinity / Stimulation level
Network
Metadynamics
(antigens and genetic variations)
Network dynamics
(immune cells and antigens interactions)

Lecture Timetabling (LTP)
Feasible timetable
Event (lecture)
Cloned & mutated feasible timetable
Initial population of feasible timetables
Duplicate/identical timetables
A process to remove duplicate timetables
Cloned timetable
An operator to produce cloned timetables
An operator to transform cloned timetables
into new feasible timetables
A process to produce new better quality
timetables using cloning & mutation
Mutation on a number of lectures
Inverse of a fitness value
Population
A process to produce a population of
mutated feasible timetables
A process to produce a new population of
better quality feasible timetables

A feasible timetable (antibody, immune cell, or detector) is an integer-valued vector, i.e. a
string of lectures (genes). An initial population is a set of different feasible timetables (antigen
detectors or lymphocytes). A duplicate timetable (self-reactive immature lymphocyte) is removed
by cloning and mutation (clonal deletion). The fitness value (to be minimized) determines how
good a feasible timetable is. The affinity (to be maximized) is inversely proportional to the fitness
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value. Good timetables (low fitness) are selected for cloning and mutation (genetic variation)
using affinity. The primary objective of the cloning is to emphasize good timetables and eliminate
bad timetables. So, overall fitness of a population becomes better. Cloning operator copies good
timetables from the current population to the next generation population. Mutation transforms
identical timetables (monoclonal antibodies) into different new feasible timetables.
As claimed by previous researchers, algorithms based upon the clonal selection principle
are adequate to solve optimization and scheduling problems [8, 14, and 18]. However, the other
two principles were also applied to solve the same type of problems [1 and 6]. There still not
enough evidence to conclude that clonal selection is the best principle for optimization and
scheduling. Timetabling may be considered as another case of optimization and scheduling
problems. The AIS is new in timetabling and no one can claim which immune principle is the
best for timetabling. Since there are three different principles, three different immune-based
algorithms for lecture timetabling can be developed. The clonal selection algorithm (CSA) is
inspired by the clonal selection principle [7], the immune network algorithm (INA) is based on
the immune network theory [21], and the negative selection algorithm (NSA) is developed using
the negative selection mechanism [7].
(a)

Initialization Phase of the Immune-based Algorithms

All three immune-based algorithms for LTPs use the same initialization phase. In this phase, an
initial population of feasible timetables (satisfy all hard constraints) is generated using a heuristic
or a set of heuristics depending on the difficulty of the hard constraints. Some of the heuristics are
largest degree, saturation degree, largest weighted degree, largest enrolment, largest number of
papers, user defined priority groups, and random ordering. These heuristics order the events in
some way and attempt to allocate each event (lecture) to a timeslot (or a number of timeslots),
satisfying all the hard constraints.
For each feasible timetable, a course is selected (one by one) until all lectures of all courses
have been scheduled. All lectures for each course are assigned to staff, timeslots and rooms
without violating the hard constraints. If the timetable is unique (no duplicates), it is added to the
initial population; otherwise, it is eliminated. The process is repeated until the number of feasible
timetables in the initial population is equal to the population size. As in the natural IS, the initial
population is a large number of lymphocytes, each with a different specificity of antibody. A
duplicate timetable is a potential self-reactive immature lymphocyte.
(b)

Improvement Phase, Stopping Criteria, & Operators

The improvement phase is an iterative optimization process. Optimization process is the
discipline of adjusting a process so as to optimize some specified set of parameters (objective
function) without violating some constraints. The most common goals are minimizing cost,
maximizing throughput, and/or efficiency. At each generation (iteration), the current population
of feasible timetables is improved (optimized) to produce a better (quality) population using the
inspired immune principle. The quality of each timetable is measured via a fitness (objective)
function. This process is repeated until some stopping criteria are met. Generally the stopping
criteria are the maximum number of generations and the maximum number of none improvement
generations.
The main reproduction operators in the improvement phase for all immune-based
algorithms for lecture timetabling are cloning and mutation. Cloning operator copies good
timetables from the current population to the next generation population. It is expected that the
timetables with lowest fitness (greatest affinity) will have more clones. Hence, the number of
clones for a timetable is proportional to its affinity. Mutation transforms duplicate (cloned)
timetables into a number of different feasible timetables with better fitness. The algorithm may be
converging upon a local optimum, and mutation is a way to avoid getting stuck in local optimum.
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The multipoint mutation operator is considered for all immune-based algorithms. It works by
randomly selecting a small number of lectures, e.g. 1% or 2% of the total number of lectures, and
reassign the lectures to the best available timeslots and rooms (minimize fitness), satisfying all
the hard constraints. If the number of selected lectures is larger, say 5% or more, the CPU time
that acquired to complete the mutation would increase exponentially. A small percentage of
mutated lectures would maintain the large similarities between timetables (robust population). As
in the natural IS, only a small number of genes of an antibody are mutated (receptor editing) such
that maintaining the robustness of antibodies. Each cloned timetable is mutated according to a
mutation probability. The mutation probability of a cloned timetable is inversely proportional to
its affinity. The higher the affinity is the lower the mutation probability.

3.3

Implementation Procedure of Immune-based Algorithms

This section summarizes how the three immune-based algorithms are implemented, tested, and
compared on benchmark lecture timetabling datasets. The algorithms (with LTPs formulated as 01 IP models) are encoded into C++ programming language. Each algorithm is an optimization
timetabling algorithm. The results (the feasibility of timetables and the fitness values) are
validated at the end of each algorithm.
(a)

Benchmark Lecture Timetabling Datasets

Four Schaerf lecture (class) timetabling datasets are used to implement, test, and compare the
three immune-based algorithms. The problems are defined and formulated as 0-1 IP models.
These datasets provide a number of benchmark problems for comparison of various timetabling
algorithms,
and
available
on
the
internet
from
www.diegm.uniud.it/
satt/projects/EduTT/CourseTT (original version).
(b)

Population Size, Number of Generations, and Number of Trials

Choosing the population size is a fundamental decision faced by all optimization algorithms
researchers, and varies from 10 to 1000. If too small a population size is selected, the algorithms
will converge too quickly, with insufficient processing of too few schemata [15]. On the other
hand, a population with too many results in long waiting times for significant improvement. The
relatively small populations are appropriate for serial implementations and large populations are
appropriate for perfectly parallel implementations. Koljonen and Alander [23] confirmed the
common belief that decreasing population size increases optimization speed to a certain point,
after which premature convergence slows the optimization speed down. The optimization
reliability in turn usually increases monotonically with increasing population size. For timetabling
algorithms, with complex and variety hard constraints, a population size of 10 feasible timetables
is more appropriate. For some problems, it is difficult and time consuming even to get five
feasible timetables. All implementations of the three algorithms in Section 5 use population size
10, and this remains constant in all generations.
The number of generations (or iterations) seemed to matter less than the population size.
Selecting the number of generations for which an algorithm is run is often trial-and-error process
[11]. In general, given enough computing time, the number of generations is adjusted until the
desired response is obtained. Other factors, such as population diversity and fitness improvement
of the best population member, can enter into the decision to end the run. For example, if the best
fitness has not changed for, say, 100 generations, we may choose to terminate the run (idle
iterations). The optimum number of generations is often a function of the problem. However, for
the three immune-based algorithms on Schaerf datasets, the maximum number of generations is
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fixed to 1000 for all trials. This number would give enough time for the algorithms to converge
and optimize the fitness. The fixed number of generations would enable us to compare the CPU
times of the algorithms. A greater number of generations, say 2000 generations, would produce
better fitness for some problems, but the processing time would increase exponentially.
The number of trials for each immune-based algorithm on each dataset is depending on the
number of different initial populations that the algorithm can produce. For some datasets, it is
difficult to produce even one initial population. For this reason, only 10 trials are produced by
each algorithm on each dataset. Hence, each algorithm is required to generate 10 initial
populations for each dataset. However, only five trials (with best fitness) are selected as the final
results.
(c)

Measuring the Robustness

Hart et al. [19] defined robustness as similarity of two schedules and introduced a measure that
based on Hamming Distance. The similarity of two schedules is directly compared by counting
the number of events that the two schedules differ. For the three immune-based algorithms, the
robustness is measured for a population of feasible timetables, and not for a single timetable. For
each final population produced from each algorithm, the robustness of the population is measured
as follows:
(i) Compare the similarity of each feasible timetable with other timetables of the same
population. For population size 10, there are 45 (10C2) comparisons.
(ii) For each comparison (two timetables), count the number of lectures with different timeslots
and rooms.
(iii) Calculate the total differences by summing the values obtained in (b) from all comparisons.
This gives a measure of robustness for a final population.
However, the value calculated in (iii) is a large number for a large timetabling problem. To
compare the robustness of two populations of two different timetabling problems, a relative
measure of robustness must be determined. This measure should take into account the number of
lectures and the population size. The following measure of robustness for a population of feasible
timetables is seemed more reasonable:
n −1  m



∑  ∑ L(ei,j ,ei +1,j ) / m 
Relative Robustness =

i =1  j =1

n

C2

 ,

where L(ei,j ,ei +1,j ) = 1 if event (lecture) ej is assigned at different timeslots/rooms in timetables i
and i+1, 0 otherwise; m is the number of lectures, and n is the population size.
Equation (1) actually represents the average relative differences of feasible timetables in a
population. Hence, a population with the lowest relative robustness (largest similarity) is
considered as the most robust. Now the robustness of populations of timetables produced by
different algorithms may be compared.
(d)

Comparing Immune-based Algorithms

The immune-based algorithms are compared based on the fitness values, the relative robustness,
and the CPU times. A fitness value represents the total violations of the soft constraints. For each
dataset, an algorithm with the lowest fitness is considered as the most effective algorithm. The
average fitness is also calculated and compared for each dataset based on the best five trials. The
values of relative robustness for all immune-based algorithms on each dataset are calculated using
equation (1) and compared to determine which algorithm has produced the most robust
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(1)

population of timetables. Note that, the objective of solving timetabling problems is to produce
good quality timetables (low fitness), and not to optimize the robustness. The comparison of CPU
times, the time elapsed for 1000 generations, would indicate which algorithm is the fastest (or
slowest). The CPU times (in seconds) are recorded on an Intel Celeron-M Processor 370 1.5GHz
1.24GB RAM Notebook PC.
(e)

Statistical Tests of Hypotheses

The averages of the fitness values of the three immune-based algorithms are further compared
using the statistical test of hypotheses. Assuming the populations of the fitness values of the three
algorithms on all datasets are normally and independently distributed, the two-tailed t-tests (small
samples) may be applied to compare the averages of the fitness values. Three t-tests were carried
out to compare three averages (three algorithms) for each dataset. The sample size is n = 5
(trials). For each test, the null hypothesis (H0) is ‘two averages are equal’ and the alternative
hypothesis (H1) is ‘two averages are not equal’.
Since the population variances are unknown, the test statistic t and the degrees of freedom υ are
given by
t = n ( X 1 − X 2 ) / s12 + s 22 ,

υ = (n − 1)( s12 + s 22 ) 2 /[( s12 ) 2 + ( s 22 ) 2 ]

;

(rounded

to
(3)

(2)
the

nearest

integer)

where X 1 , s12 and X 2 , s 22 are the sample means and variances of the fitness values of two
algorithms being compared, and n is the sample size.
Each t-statistic (2) is compared with tα/2,ν (from t-distribution table) with α = 0.05 (5%
significance level). If t-statistic is less than the corresponding tα/2,ν, then the null hypothesis is not
rejected, and it may be concluded that the two averages are equal; otherwise, the null hypothesis
is rejected and the two average are not equal. These statistical tests of hypotheses are carried out
on each dataset.
(f)

Comparison with Published Results

The best fitness and the average fitness values for all algorithms and datasets are compared with
published results [9] to show that the immune-based algorithms are comparable with other
solution methods. The results are compared based on the fitness values, and there are no results
available on robustness and CPU times.

4. Immune-Based Algorithms
This section presents three immune-based algorithms for lecture timetabling; clonal selection,
immune network, and negative selection. These algorithms are developed based on the
immunological principles and the AIS algorithms developed by previous researchers, and the
methodology described in Section 3. Each algorithm may be applied to solve a wide range of
lecture timetabling problems.
Each of the three algorithms mainly consists of two phases; initialization and improvement.
The initialization phase has been discussed in Section 3.2(a). In the improvement phase
(generation loop), an AIS approach is performed. This is an iterative process; for each generation,
while some stopping criteria are not met, the current population of feasible timetables is improved
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to produce a better (quality) population. The main improvement operators are cloning and
mutation; cloning produces exact copies of timetables (clones), while mutation transforms the
clones into new (improved) feasible timetables, and hence both ensure the success of each
generation. The quality of each timetable is measured via a fitness function.

4.1

Clonal Selection Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling

Figure 1 illustrates the Clonal Selection Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling (CSALT). This
algorithm is developed based on the clonal selection principle [7], an AIS algorithm proposed by
Doyen et al. [10], and CLONALG developed by de Castro [4]. As described in Section 3.2(a), an
initial population of feasible timetables is generated using heuristics. Then the improvement
phase is performed. This is an iterative optimization process. At each generation (iteration), the
current population is improved (optimized) to produce a better (quality) population of feasible
timetables using the clonal selection principle. The quality of each timetable is measured via a
fitness function. This process is repeated until some stopping criteria are met.

(a)

Affinity Evaluation

The optimization process, to improve the quality of the current population of feasible timetables,
starts with affinity evaluation. An affinity function plays an important role in AIS because it is
used to decide how good a solution is. In natural IS, the affinity value determines how good an
antibody recognizes foreign antigens. The affinity is inversely proportional to the fitness value.
The fitness function can clearly be made up of any timetabling related factors (soft constraints).
For each feasible timetable of the current population, a fitness value is determined via a fitness
function (the total violations of soft constraints). Then the affinity of each timetable, the total
affinity of all timetables, and the minimum affinity (and its associated timetable) are determined
for the current population.
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1. Initialization Phase: [as described in Section 3.2(a)]
2. Improvement Phase: While stopping criteria are not met
For each timetable of the current population
Affinity evaluation:
Determine the affinity of each timetable (affinity = 1/fitness)
Determine the total affinity of all timetables and the minimum affinity
Selection:
Calculate the selection probability for each timetable
(= affinity/total affinity)
Construct the cumulative selection probabilities
Generate a random probability
Select a timetable based on cumulative probabilities
Genetic variation:
Clone copies of the selected antibody
(no. of clones=population size x cumulative selection probability)
(cloning & mutation) Determine a mutation probability (= 1 - selection probability)
For each generated clone (cloned timetable)
Generate a random probability
If a random probability ≤ mutation probability (failure)
While mutation = failure
Mutate - multipoint mutation (select a small no. of lectures and
reassign, satisfying all hard constraints)
If no duplicate timetables
determine the affinity of new clone
If the affinity ≥ affinity (original)
mutation = success
else mutation=failure, reset mutation
else mutation=failure, reset mutation
Population update:
If affinity (new clone)> min affinity, say X, replace X with new clone
else eliminate the new clone
else no mutation & eliminate current clone
Fig. 1: Clonal Selection Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling (CSALT)

(b)

Selection Operator

A feasible timetable is randomly selected to be the basis of the next generation. Good timetables
(high affinity) are more likely to be chosen than bad ones. By weighting the selection process in
favor of the better quality timetables, the worse timetables are eliminated. The selection method is
based on selection probabilities. The selection probability for each timetable is calculated as
follows:
Selection probability = (affinity of timetable)/(total affinity).
The cumulative selection probabilities for all timetables are then constructed. A random
probability is generated and then one timetable is selected for cloning based on the cumulative
probabilities.

(c)

Genetic Variation (Cloning and Mutation Operators)

Good timetables are selected for genetic variation (cloning and mutation) using affinity. The
primary objective of the cloning is to emphasize good timetables and eliminate bad timetables.
So, overall affinity of a population becomes better. Cloning operator copies good timetables from
the current population to the next generation population. It is expected that the timetables with
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(4)

greater selection probabilities will have more clones. The number of clones of the selected
timetable is determined by:
Number of clones = population size × cumulative selection probability.

(5)

When an antibody interacts with an antigen, the cell is activated and starts to divide. It
gives rise to clones of identical receptor (monoclonal antibodies). Mutation transforms
monoclonal antibodies into antibodies each with unique specificity. Hence, the clones generated
from the selected timetable need ‘mutation’ to ‘remove’ duplicate timetables and improve their
affinity. The algorithm may be converging upon a local optimum, and mutation is a way to avoid
getting stuck in local optimum. The effect of mutation is to reintroduce divergence into a
convergence population. As described in Section 3.2, the (multipoint) mutation operator works by
randomly selecting a small number of lectures (1% or 2% of the total number of lectures), and
reassign the lectures to the best available timeslots and rooms (minimize fitness), satisfying all
the hard constraints. Each cloned timetable is mutated according to a mutation probability,
calculated as:
Mutation probability = 1 – selection probability.
For each cloned timetable, a random probability is generated. A (feasible) mutation is
performed if the probability is less than or equal to the mutation probability; otherwise, the clone
is eliminated. If there are no duplicate timetables in the current population, the affinity of the
mutated timetable is then determined; otherwise, the mutation process is repeated. If the affinity
is greater than or equal to the affinity of the original clone, the mutation is successful. Otherwise,
the cloned timetable must repeat the mutation until successful.
(d)

Population Update

For each successful mutated clone (new clone), if the affinity is greater than the minimum affinity
(of a feasible timetable) of the current population, then the new clone will replace the minimum
affinity timetable; otherwise, the new clone is eliminated. A new population of feasible timetables
for the next generation is produced when all clones have been mutated, with one or more new
feasible timetables. This new population will undergo the same improvement process until the
stopping criteria are met.

4.2

Immune Network Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling

Figure 2 illustrates the Immune Network Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling (INALT). This
algorithm is developed based on the immune network theory [21], the general INA by de Castro
[4], and the opt-aiNET by de Castro and Timmis [6]. As in CSALT, the algorithm starts by
generating an initial population of feasible timetables using heuristics. Then the improvement
phase is performed using the immune network theory. While stopping criteria are not met, the
initial population is optimized to produce a better (quality) population of feasible timetables. The
quality is measured via a fitness function. The stopping criteria are the maximum number of
generations and/or the maximum number of none improvement generations.
(a)

Network Interactions and Stimulation

A stimulation level plays an important role in INALT; it is used to decide how good a timetable
is. In natural immune system, the stimulation level determines how good an immune cell
recognizes other cells or foreign antigens. The stimulation level of a feasible timetable is
inversely proportional to a fitness function.
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(6)

Stimulation level = 1/(fitness value).

(7)

For each feasible timetable of the current population, the fitness is determined via a fitness
function, and then the stimulation level is calculated. The stimulation probability for each
timetable can now be calculated.
Stimulation probability = stimulation level/total stimulation level.
1. Initialization Phase: [as described in Section 3.2(a)]
2. Improvement Phase: While stopping criteria are not met
For each timetable of the current population
Network interactions : Determine the fitness via a fitness function
and Stimulation level
Calculate the stimulation level (= 1/fitness)
Determine total stimulation of current population
Calculate stimulation probability for each timetable
(= stimulation/total stimulation)
Metadynamics:
Initialize a population of mutated timetables (antigens)
(Antigens and
For each feasible timetable
Genetic variations)
Cloning – generate a number of clones
(= population size x stimulation probability)
Determine a mutation probability (=1- stimulation probability)
For each cloned timetable
Generate a random probability
If random probability ≤ mutation probability, mutate
While mutation = failure
Mutate - multipoint mutation (select a small number of lectures
and reassign, satisfying all the hard constraints)
If no duplicates (original & mutated)
Calculate the stimulation level
If stimulation≥ stimulation (original)
mutation = success
Add timetable to mutated population
else mutation = failure, reset
else mutation = failure, reset
else no mutation, eliminate current clone
Network dynamics:
Gather all feasible timetables (original and mutated)
(antigens interactions, Sort timetables according to stimulation levels
& population update) Select the best (high stimulation) timetables
(= population size) to form a new population
Replace the original population with the new population
Fig. 2: Immune Network Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling (INALT)

(b)

Metadynamics (Antigens and Genetic Variations)

A population of mutated feasible timetables (antigens) is now initialized. All timetables (current
population) are selected to be the basis of the next generation. Each timetable will reproduce (by
cloning and mutation) to generate a better population of (high stimulation) feasible timetables. By
weighting the number of clones in favor to the stimulation probabilities, the low stimulation
timetables are eliminated. The timetables with greater stimulation probabilities will have more
clones. The number of clones and the mutation probability for each feasible timetable are
determined by:
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(8)

Number of clones = population size × stimulation probability,

(9)

Mutation probability = 1 – stimulation probability.

(10)

When an immune cell recognizes an antigen or another cell, it stimulates and starts to
divide. It gives rise to immune cells of identical receptors. Mutations are required to transforms
these cells into cells each with unique specificity. For each cloned timetable, a random probability
is generated. A multipoint mutation (as in CSALT) is performed if the random probability is less
than or equal to the mutation probability; otherwise, the clone is eliminated. For each mutated
timetable, if there are no duplicate timetables in the populations of original and mutated
timetables, the stimulation level is then determined; otherwise, the mutation is repeated. If the
stimulation level of the mutated timetable is greater than or equal to the stimulation level of the
original timetable, the timetable is added to the population of mutated timetables. Otherwise, the
mutation remains failure, then the process is repeated. The population of mutated feasible
timetables is completed when all feasible timetables of the current population have been cloned
and mutated (or eliminated).
(c)

Network Dynamics (Immune Cells, Antigens Interactions, and Update)

All feasible timetables of the ‘original’ and ‘mutated’ populations are gathered. Then the
timetables are sorted according to their stimulation levels in descending order. The best (high
stimulation) timetables (equal to the population size) are selected to form a new population of
feasible timetables. Finally, the original population of feasible timetables is replaced with the new
population. A new population of feasible timetables for the next generation is now produced, with
one or more (or none) new timetables. This new population will undergo the same optimization
process (loop) until the stopping criteria are met.

4.3

Negative Selection Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling

Figure 3 illustrates the Negative Selection Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling (NSALT). This
algorithm is developed based on the negative selection mechanism [7], the standard NSA
proposed by de Castro [4], and the RNS algorithm by Gonzalez et al. [16]. As in CSALT and
INALT, the algorithm starts by generating an initial population using heuristics. As in the natural
IS, the initial population is a large number of antigen detectors (lymphocytes), each with a
different specificity of unique antigen receptor. In the improvement phase, while the stopping
criteria are not met, the initial population is optimized to produce a better quality population using
the negative selection mechanism. The quality is measured via a fitness function.
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1. Initialization Phase: [as described in Section 3.2(a)]
2. Improvement Phase: While stopping criteria are not met
For each feasible timetable of the current population
Determine the fitness via a fitness function
Determine the average fitness of current population
Censoring:
If all fitness are equal, eliminate the second half of the timetables
(half of the population)
else For each feasible timetable
If the fitness ≥ average, eliminate timetable
else the timetable remains in current population
Monitoring:
While number of feasible timetables < population size
Randomly select a timetable according to fitness values
Clone the timetable (single cloning)
While mutation = failure
Mutate - multipoint mutation (select a small number of lectures and
reassign, satisfying all the hard constraints)
If no duplicate timetables, determine the fitness of new timetable
If fitness ≤ average, mutation=success
Add new timetable to current population
else (mutation = failure) reset
else (mutation = failure) reset mutation
Fig. 3: Negative Selection Algorithm for Lecture Timetabling (NSALT)

(a)

Censoring

Censoring process eliminates high fitness feasible timetables according to the average fitness. At
each generation, the fitness value is determined for each feasible timetable. Then the average
fitness of the current population is calculated as follows:
Average = total fitness/population size.
If all fitness values are equal (all timetables would be eliminated), eliminate the second half
of the population. Otherwise, each fitness value is compared to the average fitness; if the fitness is
greater than or equal to the average, remove the timetable from the population. The remaining
timetables must reproduce to generate a new (better fitness) population.
(b)

Monitoring

Monitoring process generates new feasible timetables, to replace the eliminated ones, by cloning
and mutating the remaining timetables. On average, only half of the feasible timetables remain in
the current population. New timetables must be generated so that the number of feasible
timetables always equal to the population size. While the number of feasible timetables is less
than the population size, randomly select a timetable from the current population. By weighting
the selection process in favor of the fitness, it is expected that the low fitness timetables will be
selected and reproduced. So the overall fitness of the population becomes better.
For each selected timetable, only ‘one’ clone is produced (single cloning). This cloned
timetable needs mutation to remove duplicates. The mutation probability is equal to 1, i.e. all
selected timetables would be mutated (multipoint mutation). For each mutated timetable, if no
duplicates, the fitness is determined; otherwise, the mutation is repeated until successful. If the
fitness is less than or equal to the current average, the mutation is a success and the timetable is
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(11)

added to the current population. Otherwise, the mutation is repeated until successful. The
monitoring process is repeated until the number of feasible timetables in the current population is
equal to the population size. Now a new population of feasible timetables for the next generation
is produced (on average, half are new timetables). The improvement phase is repeated until the
stopping criteria are met.

5. Implementation and Experimental Results
In this section (5.3 and 5.4), the three immune-based algorithms are implemented and compared
on four lecture timetabling benchmark datasets. The characteristics of the datasets are given in
Section 5.1. The timetabling problems of the datasets are formulated as 0-1 IP models in Section
5.2.

5.1

Lecture Timetabling Benchmark Datasets and Formulation

The Schaerf lecture (class) timetabling datasets are available at www.diegm.uniud.it/satt/projects/
EduTT/CourseTT (original version). These are the real-world lecture timetabling instances from
the School of Engineering at the University of Udine, called Schaerf datasets. The datasets and
characteristics are shown in Table 2.

Dataset

Table 2: Schaerf Lecture Datasets and Characteristics

1
2
3
4

No. of
No. of
No. of Timeslots
Rooms
Courses Teachers per day
(R)
46
39
4
12
52
49
4
12
56
51
4
13
55
51
5
10

No. of
Timeslots
(T)
20
20
20
25

Total
Total
Conflict Occupancy
timeslots
lectures (L) Density (L/(R×T))
(RXT)
240
207
4.64%
86.25%
240
223
4.75%
92.92%
260
252
4.61%
96.92%
250
250
4.78%
100%

Each dataset comes in five files; courses.dat contains the information about the courses
(course ID, course name, preassigned teacher, number of lectures, minimum number of days, and
number of students), periods.dat contains the list of two-hour timeslots of the timetabling horizon
(day, start time, finish time), curricula.dat contains the information about student-groups with
courses that share common students (student-group ID, number of courses, and list of courses),
constraints.dat contains additional constraints about unavailability of timeslots (course ID, day,
and unavailable timeslot), and rooms.dat contains information about rooms (room ID, and
number of seats). The lecture timetabling horizon is of five days; datasets 1, 2 and 3 have four
timeslots each day, while dataset 4 has five timeslots each day. The conflicts density shows the
percentage density of the conflict matrix of courses and curricula, and the occupancy shows the
percentage of the total timeslot-rooms required to schedule all lectures of all courses. These
values indicate the degrees of difficulty of the problems. Obviously, dataset 4 is the most
complex and would acquire the longest CPU time.
The Schaerf lecture timetabling problem for all datasets is defined as follows (using the
variables as defined earlier). There are n1 preassigned teachers (staff) pi, i∈{1,...,n1}, n2 events of
courses (lectures) ej, j∈{1,...,n2}, n3 timeslots t k1 , k1∈{1,...,n3}, and n4 rooms rk2 , k2∈{1,...,n4}.
Each lecture ej has weekly frequency nf(ej) to be scheduled in distinct timeslots, and it is attended
by n(ej) students. Each room rk2 has a capacity n cs (rk 2 ) , expressed in terms of available seats.
There are also n5 groups of courses (student-groups), called curricula, g k3 , k3∈{1,...,n5}, such
that any two lectures of a curriculum have students in common. For datasets 1, 2 and 3, there are
20 timeslots per week of five days (4 slots/day), and dataset 4 has 25 timeslots (5 slots/day).
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Five hard constraints are considered; (i) all lectures of all courses must be scheduled, (ii)
two distinct lectures cannot take place in the same room and timeslot, (iii) lectures of courses
(same curriculum) must be scheduled at different timeslots, (iv) lectures of courses taught by the
same teacher must be scheduled at different timeslots, and (v) teachers might be not available for
some timeslots. Three soft constraints are considered and used to evaluate the fitness value of
each feasible timetable; (vi) the number of students that attend a course should be less than or
equal to the number of seats of all rooms that host its lectures, (vii) the lectures of each course
should be spread into not less than a specified minimum number of days, and (viii) the daily
schedule of lectures (same curriculum) should be as compact as possible, avoiding gaps between
courses. A ‘gap’ is a free timeslot between two lectures (same curriculum) scheduled on the same
day. The objective is to produce a number lecture timetables such that all the hard constraints are
satisfied, and the total violations of the soft constraints are minimized. The penalty of the soft
constraint (vi) is the ‘number of students without seats’, whereas the weights of the soft
constraints (vii) and (viii) were fixed to 5 and 2, respectively. The hard constraint violations (if
any) are assigned the weight 1000. With this weight, the violated hard constraint(s) would be
satisfied in the improvement process.
There are five variables (staff, event (lecture), timeslot, room, and student-group). The
teachers (staff) have been preassigned to courses (lectures). The problem is to assign lectures of
courses to timeslots and rooms, satisfying all the hard constraints and minimizing the total
violations of the soft constraints. Using the 0-1 IP approach, the mathematical formulation may
be carried out as follows: The input matrices are student-group–event allocation (A), staff-event
preassignment (B), event-timeslot restriction (C). The required output matrices (timetables) are
event-timeslot assignment (X) and event-room assignment (Y). For each dataset, the input
matrices are constructed using the given data files, and then the output matrices are constructed
by solving the problem.
The 0-1 IP model for the Schaerf lecture timetabling problem, with five hard constraints
and three soft constraints, may be formulated as:

∑k =1 ∑k =1 LRC (e j ,t k ,rk

minimize
+
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1

2

(2 × ∑

n5
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(
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all variables are integers 0-1;
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∑ j =1 nG (e j ) ⋅ y( jk ) k

where LRC (e j ,t k1 ,rk2 ) = [

n2

1

- ncs (rk 2 ) ] if

2

∑ j =1 nG (e j ) ⋅ y ( jk ) k
n2

1

2

> n cs (rk 2 ) , 0

otherwise; nG(ej) is the number of students in lecture event ej, and ncs (rk 2 ) is the room-capacity
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Implementation and Comparison of Immune-based Algorithms on Lecture
Timetabling Datasets

In this section, the three immune-based algorithms for lecture timetabling are implemented on
four Schaerf lecture datasets. The main objective is to show that each algorithm may produce
good quality (low fitness) lecture timetables. Other objectives are to compare the effectiveness of
the algorithms on lecture datasets, the relative robustness, and the CPU times. A comparison with
a published result [9] is carried out to show that the immune-based algorithms are capable of
producing good quality lecture timetables as good as other solution methods.
On all datasets, a constraint relaxation approach has been applied since it is almost
impossible to generate a population of timetables that satisfy all the five hard constraints at once.
For first two datasets (1 and 2), the third hard constraint is relaxed (i.e. considered as a soft
constraint). This constraint will be satisfied in the improvement phase. Therefore, for each pair of
lectures of the same curriculum that scheduled in the same timeslot, a penalty of 1000 is incurred.
The new 0-1 IP model for datasets 1 and 2 (with four soft constraints and four hard constraints)
may be rewritten as

minimize
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(20)
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1

all variables are integers 0-1.
For the third and fourth datasets, two hard constraints (second and third) are relaxed. For
the second hard constraint, a penalty of 500 is incurred to each room at each timeslot if two or
more lectures were scheduled simultaneously. Similarly, for the third hard constraint, a penalty of
500 is added for each pair of lectures of the same curriculum that are scheduled at the same
timeslot. Since there are two relaxed hard constraints, instead of 1000, the weight 500 is enough
to ensure that the relaxed constraints will be satisfied in the improvement process. The new 0-1 IP
model for datasets 3 and 4 (five soft and three hard constraints) may be rewritten as
minimize
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= 0,

all variables are integers 0-1.
For dataset 4, the ‘100% occupancy’ would make the mutation impossible, i.e. not enough
rooms to reassign lectures. However, two dummy rooms (with zero seats) are introduced to solve
the problem. If a lecture is assigned to a dummy room, then all students attended that lecture are
considered as students without seats. For all algorithms and datasets, the multipoint mutation
operator selects and reassigns only 2% of the number of courses. However, this 2% is equivalent
to one for all datasets since the maximum number of courses is 56; hence, only one course is
selected. As defined in Section 3.3, the maximum number of generations (stopping criterion) for
each algorithm and trial is 1000, and the population size is 10. For each dataset, all algorithms are
implemented using the same initial populations (one set one trial).
(a)

Implementation and Comparison of Immune-based Algorithms on Benchmark
Datasets

The CSALT, INALT, and NSALT presented in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, have been
implemented on each Schaerf lecture timetabling dataset (10 trials). An initial population of 10
feasible timetables is generated using a random ordering heuristic; i.e. a course is randomly
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selected (one by one) and then all lectures of the course are assigned to random timeslots and
rooms, satisfying all the hard constraints. The fitness value of each timetable is evaluated via the
fitness function (19) for datasets 1 and 2, or (24) for datasets 3 and 4. This function is equal to the
number of students without seats, plus the number of courses that assigned to less than the
specified minimum number of days multiplies by 5, plus the number of gaps between lectures of
the same curriculum on the same day multiplies by 2, and plus the total violations of hard
constraint(s) multiplies by 500 or 1000. The multipoint mutation operator selects one course at
random, and reassigns all lectures of the course to random timeslots and the best available rooms
(minimize the number of students without seats), always maintaining a feasible timetable. The
improvement phase is repeated for 1000 generations. The fitness values, the values of relative
robustness, and the CPU times (1000 generations) for the best five trials (low fitness) produced by
the three immune-based algorithms are summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Table 3: Summarized Results on Schaerf Lecture Datasets using CSALT
Dataset
1
2
3
4

No. of
Lectures
207
223
252
250

No. of
No. of
Best
Rooms Timeslots Fitness
12
20
244
12
20
25
13
20
35
10+2
25
129

Average
Fitness
256.2
49.6
59.6
145.8

Ave. Relative
Ave. CPU
Robustness Time (seconds)
0.031798
375.0s
0.023976
112.0s
0.013898
151.2s
0.013760
4028.6s

For dataset 1, at 1000th generation, the best fitness is 244; i.e. 200 students without seats, 4
courses scheduled less than the specified minimum days, and 12 free gaps between lectures of the
same curriculum on the same day. For datasets 2, 3, and 4, the best fitness values are 25, 35, and
129, respectively. The minimum average relative robustness is 0.013760 (dataset 4), i.e. on
average 98.62% of the timetables produced by CSALT at 1000th generation on dataset 4 are
similar. Obviously, dataset 4 (most conflict) has acquired the longest average CPU time.
Table 4: Summarized Results on Schaerf Lecture Datasets using INALT
Dataset
1
2
3
4

No. of
Lectures
207
223
252
250

No. of
No. of
Best
Rooms Timeslots Fitness
12
20
256
12
20
4
13
20
27
10+2
25
108

Average
Fitness
264.4
7.8
37.2
119.6

Ave. Relative
Ave. CPU
Robustness Time (seconds)
0.148406
529.0s
0.153383
204.2s
0.159630
242.0s
0.034098
9185.0s

For dataset 1, the best fitness is 256; i.e. 200 students without seats, 6 courses scheduled
less than the specified minimum days, and 13 free gaps between lectures of the same curriculum
on the same day. For datasets 2, 3, and 4, the best fitness values are 4, 27, and 108, respectively.
The minimum average relative robustness is 0.034098 (dataset 4), i.e. on average 96.59% of the
timetables produced by INALT at 1000th generation on dataset 4 are similar. As in CSALT,
dataset 4 has acquired the longest average CPU time.
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Table 5: Summarized Results on Schaerf Lecture Datasets using NSALT
Dataset
1
2
3
4

No. of
Lectures
207
223
252
250

No. of
No. of
Best
Rooms Timeslots Fitness
12
20
232
12
20
22
13
20
67
10+2
25
139

Average
Fitness
261.2
27.2
71.6
157.2

Ave. Relative
Ave. CPU
Robustness Time (seconds)
0.033859
420.4s
0.036472
80.8s
0.015961
145.4s
0.019271
1082.6s

The best fitness for dataset 1 is 232; i.e., 200 students without seats, 2 courses scheduled
less than the specified minimum days, and 11 free gaps between lectures of the same curriculum
on the same day. For datasets 2, 3, and 4, the best fitness are 22, 67, and 139, respectively. The
minimum average relative robustness is 0.015961 (dataset 3), i.e. on average 98.4% of the
timetables produced by INALT at 1000th generation on dataset 3 are similar. As in CSALT and
INALT, dataset 4 has acquired the longest average CPU time.
(b)

Comparing Immune-based Algorithms on Schaerf Lecture Datasets

Table 6 summarizes the experimental results on Schaerf datasets produced by the three
algorithms (from Tables 3, 4 and 5).

Dataset

Table 6: Comparing Immune-based Algorithms on Schaerf Lecture Datasets

1
2
3
4

CSALT
Ave. Relative
Best Fitness
Robustness
Ave Fitness
Ave CPU
244
0.031798
256.2
375.0s
25
0.023976
49.6
112.0s
35
0.013898
59.6
151.2s
129
0.013760
145.8
4028.6s

Fitness Values
INALT
Ave. Relative
Best Fitness
Robustness
Ave Fitness
Ave CPU
256
0.148406
264.4
529.0s
4
0.153383
7.8
204.2s
27
0.159630
37.2
242.0s
108
0.034098
119.6
9185.0s

NSALT
Ave. Relative
Best Fitness
Robustness
Ave Fitness
Ave CPU
232
0.033859
261.2
420.4s
22
0.036472
27.2
80.8s
67
0.015961
71.6
145.4s
139
0.019271
157.2
1082.6s

For the best fitness, INALT has achieved the first position in three datasets (2, 3, and 4),
and NSALT in one dataset (1). For the average fitness, CSALT has achieved the first position in
one dataset (1), and INALT in three datasets (2, 3, and 4). It may be concluded that, for Schaerf
lecture timetabling datasets, INALT is more effective than CSALT and NSALT. However, a
further investigation is required to compare the average fitness of the three algorithms. For the
average relative robustness, CSALT has the minimum values in all datasets; hence, CSALT
timetables are more robust (large similarity) compared to INALT and NSALT. Finally, for the
average CPU time, INALT has acquired the longest times on all datasets.
(c)

Tests of Hypotheses: Comparing the Averages of the Fitness Values

Now the two-tailed small-sample t-tests are applied to further compare the averages of the fitness
values, as described in Section 3.3. Three separate tests are considered for each dataset since there
are three averages (three algorithms). The sample size is n = 5 (five best trials). For each test, H0:
‘two averages are equal’, and H1: ‘two averages are not equal’. The test statistic t and the degrees
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of freedom υ are calculated using equations (3) and (4). The required t-tests (at 5% significance
level) and the results of the tests are summarized in Table 7.

Dataset
1
2
3
4

256.2
49.6
59.6
145.8

Dataset
1
2
3
4
Dataset
1
2
3
4

X1

X1
256.2
49.6
59.6
145.8
X1
264.4
7.8
37.2
119.6

Table 7: Tests of Hypotheses (Schaerf Datasets)
CSALT vs. INALT
X2
t-statistic
υ
s12
s22
264.4
65.2
100.8
8
-1.423
7.8
231.3
23.2
5
5.859
37.2
208.3
39.7
5
3.181
119.6
201.7
104.3
7
3.349
CSALT vs. NSALT
X2
t-statistic
υ
s12
s22
261.2
65.2
286.7
6
-0.596
27.2
231.3
22.7
5
3.143
71.6
208.3
14.8
5
-1.796
157.2
201.7
244.7
8
-1.207
INALT vs. NSALT
X2
t-statistic
υ
s12
s22
261.2
100.8
286.7
7
0.363
27.2
23.2
22.7
8
-6.403
71.6
39.7
14.8
7
-10.419
157.2
104.3
244.7
7
-4.500

t0.25,ν
2.306
2.571
2.571
2.365

H0
not reject
reject
reject
reject

t0.25,ν
2.447
2.571
2.571
2.306

H0
not reject
reject
not reject
not reject

t0.25,ν
2.365
2.306
2.365
2.365

H0
not reject
reject
reject
reject

From the 12 tests of hypotheses, INALT is more effective than CSALT and NSALT on
three datasets (2, 3, and 4), and CSALT is better than NSALT on only one dataset (2). Therefore,
it may be concluded that, INALT is the most effective immune-based algorithm on Schaerf
lecture datasets.
(d)

Comparing Immune-based Algorithms on Lecture Datasets with Other Methods

The published results by Di Gaspero and Schaerf [9] were considered to assess the effectiveness
of the immune-based algorithms. They investigated the use of local search techniques based on
various combinations of neighborhood functions and applied it to Schaerf datasets. A number of
plain Multi-Neighborhood Hill Climbing and Tabu Search algorithms, and a number of MultiNeighborhood (Run and Kick) Hill-Climbing and Tabu Search algorithms, have been
implemented using two basic neighborhood structures timeslot and room. The best results of the
four multi-neighborhood algorithms on four Schaerf datasets are summarized and compared with
the best fitness values produced by the three immune-based algorithms in Table 8.

Dataset

Table 8: Comparing Immune-based Algorithms with Other Solution Methods

1
2
3
4

Best Fitness Values
Immune-based Algorithms
Di Gaspero & Schaerf [9]
CSALT
INALT
NSALT
MN-HC
MN-TS
MN-HC-RK
MN-TS-RK
244
256
232
285
238
200
208
25
4
22
18
35
17
13
35
27
67
72
98
55
71
129
108
139
140
150
113
78
[MN-HC: plain Multi-Neighborhood Hill Climbing algorithms]
[MN-TS: plain Multi-Neighborhood Tabu Search algorithms]
[MN-HC-RK: Multi-Neighborhood Hill Climbing + Kick algorithms]
[MN-TS-RK: Multi-Neighborhood Tabu Search + Kick algorithms]
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From Table 8, the immune-based algorithms have achieved the first position in two datasets
(2 and 3) compared to Di Gaspero and Schaerf [9], and the following may be concluded. For
dataset 1, all immune-based algorithms are better than MN-HC, and NSALT is better than MNTS; for dataset 2, all immune-based algorithms are better than MN-TS, and INALT is better than
all multi-neighborhood algorithms; for dataset 3, both CSALT and INALT are better than all
multi-neighborhood algorithms, and NSALT is better than MN-HC, MN-TS and MN-TS-RK;
and finally for dataset 4, all immune-based algorithms are better than MN-HC and MN-TS, and
INALT is better than MN-HC-RK. Hence, the immune-based algorithms are capable of
producing good quality lecture timetables as good as other methods.

6. Conclusion
This paper has presented and compared three immune-based algorithms for lecture timetabling
(CSALT, INALT and NSALT). The experimental results on four Schaerf lecture datasets have
significantly shown that the three algorithms are good timetabling algorithms. The algorithms
have successfully produced good quality (low fitness) lecture timetables, and hence can be
applied to solve various lecture timetabling problems. The three algorithms have also successfully
applied a constraint relaxation approach on all datasets.
Based on the fitness values, INALT is more effective than CSALT and NSALT on Schaerf
datasets. The eight tests of hypotheses on INALT, at 5% level, have significantly shown that six
tests favored INALT. The values of relative robustness have shown that the CSALT lecture
timetables are more robust (large similarity) compared to INALT and NSALT. The CPU times
recorded on all algorithms have revealed that INALT is the slowest algorithm. The comparison
with published results [9] has significantly shown that the immune-based algorithms are capable
of producing good quality lecture timetables as good as other methods such as hill-climbing and
tabu search algorithms.
Even though immune-based algorithms are new in timetabling, the results produced are
comparable with the well-established timetabling algorithms such as metaheuristics. The
reproduction process in an immune-based algorithm does not involve a crossover operator as in
evolutionary algorithms; instead, the main reproduction operator is cloning. The power of cloning
is the vital strength that contributes to the success of the three algorithms. Cloning and mutation
creates high similarity timetables, while crossover and mutation creates different timetables
(small similarity).
All immune-based algorithms show great promise in the area of educational timetabling,
particularly in its ability to consider, solve and optimize different lecture timetabling problems.
The algorithms can handle the hard and soft constraints very well. The results have shown that
the three algorithms can successfully be applied to solve and optimize various lecture timetabling
problems. These algorithms may be accepted as new members of evolutionary algorithms (EAs)
for timetabling. Each algorithm has all the steps involved in an EA (reproduction, genetic
variation, affinity and selection). For future work, these immune-based algorithms will be
employed to other domains of timetabling such as transport (driver timetabling) and healthcare
institutions (nurse timetabling).
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Abstract. Knowledge transfer has attracted much attention to researchers and practitioners in
recent years since knowledge transfer has been considered as a critical determinant of an
organization’s capacity to confer sustainable competitive advantage. Despite extensive research
on knowledge transfer issues, there is a dearth of research that has explicitly focused on the role
of transactive memory in enabling intra-organizational knowledge transfer in information
technology (IT) outsourcing context, particularly e-government IT outsourcing. Although the
information systems literature has recently acknowledged the role of transactive memory plays
in improving knowledge processes, most of the research is still in the basic concept of
transactive memory which is emphasized more on the individual level of analysis or rather in the
small group of people. Besides, most of related research was done in the lab based on the
physical, virtual task or memory recall tasks. None of empirical work has been done in
integrating TMS in outsourcing context since most researchers used interpretive approach.
Therefore, this paper attempts to fill this gap by applying positivist approach through
operalization of identified factors that significantly give positive impact towards knowledge
transfer between the vendors to the Malaysian Public Agencies as the client.. Drawing on several
theoretical streams, this paper will propose an integrated conceptual framework of interorganizational knowledge transfer with and integration of transactive memory system to
facilitate knowledge transfer process between organizations which further can be used for
research enhancement.

Keywords: Knowledge Management, Knowledge Transfer, Organizational Learning, Transactive
Memory System (TMS), Information Technology Outsourcing (ITO).

1. Introduction
Knowledge Management (KM) has been historically influenced by research undertaken across
broad range of disciplines. These disciplines include sociology, psychology and philosophy. Until
now, research in KM has been extended through various areas such as strategic management,
information system, organizational learning, artificial intelligent and other more. Among those
parent disciplines, organizational learning is the closets ‘cousin’ to KM “with KM and
organizational learning being considered two sides of the coin” [1]. Transfer of knowledge is
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critical to knowledge-intensive project like IT outsourcing. However, the transfer of knowledge
requires continuous organizational learning and the knowledge is being organized to enable
knowledge retention capacity for future knowledge utilization. Knowledge is considered as
tangible asset to organization. Tangible assets tend to depreciate in value when it is utilized.
Knowledge grows substantially when it is fully utilized and depreciates or stagnant when it is not
used. The organization needs to acquire the knowledge, learn, apply and reinvent the knowledge
to make it suitable with the organization climate. Indeed, knowledge is of limited value if it is not
shared and transferred throughout an organization. Thus, interest has increased in the
phenomenon of how the firms create, retain, and transfer knowledge.
In the case of Malaysia, Malaysian Administrative and Modernization Planning Unit [2]
has created a "knowledge bank" structure in the public sector ICT framework to facilitate the
sharing of knowledge and experience by capturing information across all Government agencies.
This framework will create a structured and systematic transfer and utilization of knowledge
generated. For the initial stage, several sets of databases has been identified by MAMPU such as
economic intelligence, security intelligence, R&D and Government statistics to create the
knowledge bank. This initial project is implemented at four ministries; Finance, Health, Works
and Education Thus, each ministry must develop their own knowledge bank with back end
architecture that can integrate with other stated ministries. This project was initiated to address a
high number of complaints regarding public services. There are many factors contribute to poor
service delivery in the public sectors and one of them is low level of information and knowledge
sharing among government agencies [3]. Although there is an increment in term of percentage
complaints solved, the success story of knowledge bank implementation reported by the scholars
and how it can facilitate the knowledge transfer process is scarce. Furthermore, the knowledge
bank focused more on the internal knowledge repositories among the public agencies without the
absence of private agencies [2]. Since the government have been aggressively promoting the
Shared Service and Outsourcing (SSO) industry, which undertake a full consideration of publicprivate partnership in supporting government transformation, it is crucial to consider a suitable
framework of knowledge bank that could support and facilitate transferring process during the
partnership.
Past researchers have suggested various organizational, human-related and IS-based
mechanisms for improving knowledge transfer processes within and between organizations.
Recent research has starts to integrate the concept of individual’s mental memory towards
organization. Organization by itself is a combination of various stages of memories ranging from
internal memories until external memories (e.g. stakeholders/shareholders). Therefore, this paper
attempts to provide a better understanding of the phenomenon of knowledge transfer in IT
outsourcing and how the transferring process may be bridged by applying organizational memory
concept with existing identified factors during IT outsourcing project execution in Malaysia
government setting. Next section will discuss the context of this study with supports from
relevant literature to develop underpinning theories in section 3. In section 4, we suggest a
conceptual framework of knowledge transfer in IT outsourcing with proposed hypotheses for
each concept. We conclude the paper by some final remarks in section 5.
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2. Research Background
2.1

Knowledge Transfer and IT Outsourcing

Knowledge transfer have been defined by most scholars as a dyadic exchange between
individuals, groups or organizations in which a recipient can understand, learn and apply
knowledge transmitted from a source [4][5][6]. A thorough review of literature reveals that many
authors and researchers have failed to provide a clear cut definition for KT and at the same times
use the term “knowledge sharing (KS)” and “knowledge transfer (KT)” interchangeably.
However, recent scholars’ works have made a distinction line between these two terms.
Knowledge sharing primarily concerned with the individual’s view while knowledge transfer
concentrates more on the organizational view [7]. KS only takes the activities of giving or
contributing, and is included under sub process of knowledge transfer. Furthermore, Kumar and
Ganesh [8] asserted that KS does not include the receiving and reuse aspect of transfer. KT
should involve active communication between two parties or active consultation for each other in
order to learn what they both know. In a simple connotation, “people share knowledge” whereas
“organizations transfer knowledge”.
Some researchers have been arguing of knowledge transfer concept since knowledge
resides in employees (human components of organization), task and interrelationship, tools and
technology (software and hardware) and network coordination (internal or external network
coordination). There is no simplest way to transfer knowledge from a brain of a human to another
brain perfectly and easily like transferring files form one computer to another. Hence, the nucleus
of knowledge transfer process is the knowledge receiver. The knowledge receiver must have
capability to learn, to understand and to know for applying in right circumstance. In line with that,
all knowledge transfer mechanism incorporates social interaction either from direct interaction or
virtual interaction. Ambos and Ambos [9] identified two mechanisms; (1) by personal
coordination mechanism such as personnel motion, training, jobs rotation [10], interactions with
suppliers and customers [11], community of practices and post-project reviews [12], (2) by
technology based coordination mechanism such as collaboration software, distributed learning
and business intelligence system. Most of Malaysia organizations are actually practicing
knowledge transfer using mechanism like staff training, observation of experts, routines, meetings,
standard operating procedures, manuals and databases where most of transferring knowledge
process is the implication of strategic alliances, joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions. KT
especially through strategic alliances has become a shot gun approach for a firm to acquire
knowledge that it could not easily develop within its confines. One of the strategic alliances
practices in Malaysia is through IT outsourcing.
During IT outsourcing partnership, client and vendor can develop two forms of knowledge
transfer in terms of a reciprocal learning [13]; 1) the partners can obtain from each other technical
knowledge and know-how, 2) they can learn from each other management and business skills that
individually they are lacking. Both the service receiver and provider should have a shared vision
and goals for partnership as well as a belief that their partners will not act opportunistically [14].
Knowledge transferring or sharing throughout the IT outsourcing progress management should be
given more attention for both sides. One side, vendors can transfer their IT special knowledge to
clients, which helps client to improve their IT function; on the other aspect, clients also transfer
their business knowledge to vendors, which will improve vendor’s capability of understanding
and implementing. Unfortunately, it appears that public sector organizations in developing
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countries especially Malaysia, have not received much attention in the research literature
covering knowledge transfer especially in IT outsourcing. Most of the studies concentrate on the
general knowledge management implementation or readiness at public agencies [15], Malaysian
SME industries [16], aerospace industry [17], bank [18], telecommunication industry [19], higher
education [20] to cite a few. There is only one work recently done by Mohamed et al. [21]
focusing on knowledge transfer success factors in Malaysia setting. From the success factors the
authors developed a theoretical framework for future work. Apparently, those researches never
address the need of organizational learning context for an effective knowledge transfer. Therefore,
it is crucial for this study to be taken and significantly give an insight and better understanding of
the knowledge transfer processes in ITO.

2.2

Malaysia E-government IT Outsourcing Initiatives

In today’s world, governments are increasingly under pressure for more profound change in
structure and strategies to meet the requirements of contemporary society. Government needs to
become more partnership-based, results-oriented, integrated, and externally focused. Therefore,
government starts to serve their citizen thru electronic application. Malaysian government has
starts their initiative in transforming their service delivery by launching seven flagship of egovernment with the development of Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) has become a jumpstarts of all current transformation. In order to focus more on servicing citizen, e-government
outsourcing has become an important measure to reduce the pressures from cost, technical, as
well as personnel. E-government Outsourcing in the Malaysia public sector has become an
accepted management practice. Yang et al. [22] classified e-government outsourcing into two
types; (i) system construction outsourcing (project in nature) and (ii) maintenance outsourcing
(process in nature). Usually e-government outsourcing project will involve two or more vendors
working together for one particular project. The relatively high complexity, high uncertainty, and
high risk of large e-government service projects favour a partnership approach. This government
(clients)-private (vendors) partnership make the knowledge transferring process more problematic
due to differences in the development and implementation of IS across sectors.
According to a joint publication by Outsourcing Malaysia and Value Notes published in
August 2009, revenues from the Malaysian ITO industry are expected to touch $1.1 billion in
2009. The industry is expected to grow at a CAGR of 15% to reach $1.9 billion by 2013.
Currently, ITO services in Malaysia have a greater share of the overall outsourcing market,
followed by Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) services; while knowledge services outsourcing
is still in its nascent stage, has a smaller share. The interest in outsourcing is still growing
especially among players in the banking (e.g.: CIMB & Maybank), airline (Malaysia Airline
System), manufacturing, healthcare, and government sectors. IT outsourcing has been identified
as one of the main ways to address some demanding challenges faced by government. The
shortage of IT expert and the difficulty of attracting and retaining the right IT talent ranked as the
number one barrier that fuel the Malaysian government decision to outsource. Current egovernment IT outsourcing activities in Malaysia are data entry, ICT hardware maintenance,
network management service, web-hosting management and development and application system
maintenance [2]. However, there is a trend for government and public agencies to shift to more
interactive service delivery which are citizen-centered and based on networks and partnership
between public, private and NGO and between levels of government. The use of application
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providers by government can help meet increasing e-government service demands by citizen and
business alike.
Currently, Malaysian government has been practicing three types of IT outsourcing model for egovernment application namely [2]; (1) BOT (Build, Operate, Transfer), (2) BOO (Build,
Operate, Own) and (3) Contract Services. For BOT approach the provider/vendor need to develop
the application according to the agencies requirement and manage the system operation for a
certain time as stated in the contract. After the contract terminate, the vendor will hand over the
application to the agencies that owned the project. Example applications for BOT approach that
have been implemented are e-procurement (e-perolehan) own by Ministry of Finance (MOF) and
The Electronic Budget Planning and Control System (e-SPKB) own by National Accountant
Department (ANM). In contrast with BOO outsourcing approach, the vendor will provide and
manage the ICT service without hand in back to the agencies. The ownership of the services is
still under vendor supervision. The last outsourcing approach is contract basis service. For this
approach, the owner agency will give a contract to the vendor to develop/maintain the whole ICT
devices but the ownership of the device belongs to the agencies not the provider.
It shows that Malaysian government has massively outsourced many e-government
applications but scarce researches have focused on knowledge transfer processes in the
outsourcing projects particularly for Malaysia environment. Although most of the success factors
for ITO were rigorously considered based on principles and findings from previous research,
which are frequently referred to [23], there are still some project that is not fully satisfied by the
stakeholders or do not meet stated performance objectives [24]. Report from egov4dev.org (2009)
has shown that e-government project failed because there is no lesson learned since knowledge
about the failure was not captured, transferred or applied. As a result, mistakes were wastefully
repeated. This claimed was also supported by Giannakis [25] which examined the importance of
knowledge transfer towards vendor’s development that can create added value to the
organizations. Giannakis [25] asserts that the failure of many initiatives revealed a twofold
problem: first there is great difficulty in the generation and transformation of knowledge into
organizational action and subsequently and even greater difficulty in the transfer of knowledge to
partners. In addition, the acquired application may not be customized enough to effectively
streamline or transform the business process. Moreover, this relates to the criticism that the
vendors have limited understanding of the clients’ business process [26]. IT outsourcing involves
integrating and coordinating knowledge from many individuals of different disciplines and
backgrounds, with varied experiences and expectations, located in different parts of the
organization. Thus, both client and vendor should able to identify types of knowledge that is
needed to be transferred during project execution, what mechanisms are appropriate and how the
transferred knowledge can be retain in the organization for learning purposes and future use. To
address the issues, we have drawn our research from two popular theories in Knowledge
Management field as well as outsourcing field.

3. Theoretical Lens
According to Benedikt and Frank [27], the popular theories being used in ITO research is the
economic theory (e.g. Transaction Cost Theory & Agency Theory), followed by sociology theory
(e.g. Relational Exchange Theory & Social Exchange Theory) and lastly strategic management
theory (e.g. Resource-Based Theory, Resource Dependence Theory). From the researcher
literature review, for the past five years research in ITO and knowledge transfer, most researchers
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used multiple theoretical approaches rather than single theoretical approach. The most dominated
theory behind the knowledge management activities in ITO project was two popular models;
Resource-Based View Theory (RBV) and Knowledge-Based View Theory (KBV). From a
sourcing perspective, RBV theorists have traditionally maintained that firms should not outsource
any business function or activity that contributes to building and maintaining competitive
advantage. According to this two theories postulate by Barney [28] and Wernerfelt [29], firms
that established connections with external firms through mechanisms such as outsourcing run the
risk of transferring vital knowledge and resources by engaging in sourcing partnerships. Other
potential negative sourcing outcomes include creating competitors via vertical integration of
sourcing partners and losing vital internal knowledge and resources by engaging in sourcing
relationships with external partners. As a result, RBV called for a protectionist stance regarding
outsourcing, recommending that firms should only outsource support functions that do not
directly contribute to the firm’s value added and competitive advantage generating mechanisms.
From a more proactive perspective, RBV and KBV tenets denote that firms may engage in
outsourcing as a means of identifying, exploring, and transferring knowledge and resources from
external sourcing partners to internal control. KBV proposes that IT outsourcing is a way to
utilize vendor’s professional knowledge and skills [30]. Although the knowledge-based view
emphasizes the unique knowledge of the client firm, IT projects needs an integration of mix
experience and new knowledge from the vendor. Client and vendor firms can create shared
understanding from a successful exploration of specialized external knowledge. The exploration
of external knowledge in IT outsourcing needs a knowledge integration of client domain
knowledge and vendor technical knowledge during the development process. Without such
integration, the unique knowledge of the client firm cannot be successfully leveraged in the
outsourced custom-software development process. Consequently, IT outsourcing can be viewed
as a boundary crossing mechanism through which firms can use sourcing relationships to gain
access to resources critical to the firm’s competitive advantage development or maintenance [31].
In such cases, client establishes a short-term relationship with an established outsourcing partner
with the intent of transferring knowledge, human capital, and technologies from the client to the
vendor. Additionally, Combs and Crook [31] asserts, mechanisms emphasized in outsourcing
strategy can range from the (i) transferring of knowledge to help develop internal capabilities, (ii)
by the hiring an experts personnel from the sourcing firm to build up internal capabilities for the
partner, (iii) by the outright acquisition of the sourcing firm to internalize capabilities previously
existing externally and lastly (iv) by aligning client’s needs with vendor possessing
complementary resources and capabilities. In such cases, outsourcing partners may provide the
combination of complementary knowledge bases with a lack of direct competition that can fuel
innovation of a new application/technology and service development. Hence, RBV and KBV
perspectives provide valuable insights for the business rationale of IT outsourcing practices.
Many researchers have found them useful in explaining specific aspects of outsourcing decisions,
processes and outcomes using KBV and RBV theoretical lens. Thus, many researchers (e.g. [32],
[33]) have placed these two theories as the theoretical lens to the KT model or their framework
specifically for ITO environment.

3.1

Knowledge Transfer Model

King et al. [4] appointed two important element in developing effective organizational
knowledge; (i) communication and (ii) information processing. There are three models dominated
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within the knowledge transfer area. Most of the existing KT models were rooted from
communication model, group information processing model and knowledge creation model.
Communication based model was elucidated by Schramm [34] and later being improvised by
Jacobson [35] while the second is based from Hinsz’s [36] model. The third one is based from
Nonaka’s [37] knowledge creation model. Within the communication-based approach, the
transfer of knowledge is regarded as a message encoded in a medium by a sender to a recipient in
a given context. Schramm’s [34] communication model initially consisted of three elements; (i)
Sender, (ii) Recipient and (iii) Message. The receiver becomes the “recipient” or “user”, since it
is the subject who learns or acquires knowledge (not simply the message receiver) whereas; the
“sender” is the knowledge holder. The message becomes the “object”, as it can be produced by
complex knowledge. Scharmm’s [38] later enhanced the model by including Media. Media is the
channels used to communicate the message, palliate its passage, and enhance its chances of
completing a communicative act. Scharmm’s [38] model becomes the most referred basic model
in many knowledge transfer framework. Subsequently, Jacobson [35] improvised the basic model
developed by Schramm’s [38] by considers six factors: Knowledge source, Message, Knowledge
receiver, Channel, Feedback and Environment or Organizational context.
Apart from viewing KT from communication lens, scholars started to integrate the
communication model with group information processing model to enhance the existing KT
model. In order for the organization to learn something, the members need to process the data or
information that they got to better suit the organization. Hiss et al., [36] has postulated three
components in the information- processing model: encoding (i.e. forming knowledge
representations through interpretation, evaluation and transformation), storing (i.e. entering
representations in the memory system), and retrieval (i.e. accessing and using representations
from the memory system). This concept is closed to human cognitive system. Later, Gibson [39]
starts to improvised Hinsz’s [36] model by expanding the information processing into four stages;
accumulation, interaction, examination and accommodation. However, Gibson’s model is
applicable if the accumulated knowledge is highly ambiguous and the processing does not occur
in a linear time order. The main similarity between these two models is the need of social
interaction along each phase.
From Nonaka and Takeuchi [40] framework of knowledge generation, the transfer of
knowledge is seen as the creation of knowledge through four modes of knowledge conversion of
explicit and implicit forms of knowledge: externalization (from implicit to explicit), combination
(from explicit to explicit), socialization (from implicit to implicit) and internalization (from
explicit to implicit). Nonaka and Takeuchi [40] visualized the knowledge conversion process as
cyclic process and happen mainly through informal networks of relations in the organization
starting from the individual level, then moves up to the group (collective) level and eventually to
the organizational level. However, according to Sherif and Xing [41], Nonaka’s [37] model does
not describe how to initiate the macro level process for individuals or groups to manage the
knowledge and to be innovative. Gourly [42] further claimed that Nonaka only proposed two
modes of knowledge creation; internalization and externalization, whereas; socialization and
combination are modes of knowledge transfer. Based from the discussed constraint, Curseu [43]
develops an integrative cognitive architecture model for groups with the combination of three
subsystem; selection subsystem, memory subsystem and communication subsystem. Curseu [43]
claimed that the comprehensive group information processing models should consist of
communication based view, knowledge creation based and memory based system. The proposed
information processing model can be integrated with communication model, Gibson’s [39] model,
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Nonaka’s [37] Model and Transactive Memory theory. This model is suitable at the
organizational level unit of analysis for example this model appropriate for distributed group
members and virtual project team. However, the group members must be anonymous.
Besides the three basic models as the basis to the KT model developed by past researchers,
scholars have also embodied KT antecedents and consequences in the model. Prior studies have
investigated the role of knowledge characteristics, such as ambiguity and complexity, in
determining knowledge [10]. Other studies have examined sender-receiver characteristics; such
as absorptive capacity and learning capability [44],[45] or organization context [46],[47]. Inspite
of that, current trends in knowledge transfer research have also comprised project nature [5],[33]
factors in developing the model since most of the transferring process occurred during the project
execution or alliances. Table I summarized a few KT components that being derived from the
past research. These components have been reviewed by most of the scholars in KT research and
significantly gives effect on KT process in ITO.
In spite of all factors discussed above, organization information system is claimed to be an
effective tools to support knowledge transfer process. However, most of the organizational
knowledge is based on the information stored in legacy information systems which have been
developed in an isolated way [48]. Therefore, such information can be inconsistent, redundant
and difficult to retrieve and link. The information that ends up in the most organizational
information system has a poor structure (e.g., PDF documents), which makes the system
unmanageable and chaotic, limiting the possibility to deal with other system requirements, such
as information privacy and fast and flexible retrieval methods [48]. It was suggested that the
organizational information memory system should have the capability to provide an experts
database with points of contact on various topics [49], support both formal and informal
knowledge besides the automatic privacy mechanism [48]. Hence, recent scholars have connected
organizational information memory system (OMIS) with the Transactive Memory System (TMS)
to facilitate the interaction of organizational knowledge [50][51][52].
Table 1: Knowledge Transfer Components
Components
Source

Characteristics
Disseminative Capacity
Reliability
Credibility
Willingness to share

Authors
[10][33][45][47]

Recipient

Absorptive Capacity
Motivation
Learning intent
Retentive Capacity
Knowledge Ambiguity
Stickiness
Complexity
Tacitness
Organizational Culture
Personnel Movement
Community of Practices
Management Practices
Organizational Structure
Organizational Learning

[45][66][67]

Knowledge

Organizational

[45][66][68]

[69][70][71][72]
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Communication
Relationship

Project Nature

3.2

Strategy
Codification Interpretation
Communication Channel
Arduous Relationship
Dyadic relation
Strength of ties
Network density
Social Similarity
Prior collaboration history
Team size
Project complexity Project
phase

[73]
[6][10][73]

[33]

Organizational Memory System and Knowledge Transfer Process: The role of
Transactive Memory System

Knowledge transfer (KT) is a multilevel process whereby the transfer activities not only
individually held skills, but also organizationally embedded knowledge or collective knowledge.
According to Narteh [53], KT process comprises four activities; knowledge conversion,
knowledge routing, knowledge dissemination and knowledge application. Within these practices,
effective transfer and use of organizational knowledge depends to a large extent on the
organization’s ability to create and manage its collective memory. The organization itself has
been seen as a repository of knowledge [54]. The organization’s knowledge repositories or
knowledge stock are found in individual members, roles and organizational structures, standard
operating procedures and practices, culture and physical layout of the workplace [53]. This
collective memory is often referred to as organizational memory (OM). To support effective
management of organizational memory, Stein and Zwass [55] proposed the use of information
technology to accomplish four specific processes related to organizational memory: acquisition,
retention, maintenance, and search and retrieval. In addition, they outline a design for an
organizational memory information system (OMIS).
However, Nevo and Wand [56] argued that the proposed OMIS architecture by Stein and
Zwass [55] faced several challenges. According to them, much of the knowledge in the OM is
contextualized and consequently the knowledge interpreted wrongly. A second challenge
regarding the locations of knowledge since OM generally resides in different types of retainers.
These retainers of OM may be in dispersed location and their memories might be difficult to
combine. A third problem with OM management is that knowledge is often tacit which is
difficult to track and maintain in large organizational memories. A fourth problem concerns with
the unpredictability of organizational knowledge. This unpredictability results in frequent
changes to the contents of the OM measure of the retainer’s legitimacy and reliability is required.
These five problems create difficulties for members of the organization in retrieving and using
knowledge that resides in OM. Therefore, to gain a better understanding of possible ways to
overcome the barriers for efficient OM management, Nevo and Wand [56] proposed the concept
of Transactive Memory Systems (TMS) being incorporated with OM.
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One of the philosophical theories that have been embedded in the concept of organizational
memory is Transactive Memory theory. Transactive Memory theory becomes Transactive
Memory System when Wegner [57] started to model human memories in a concept of memory
sharing in computer systems. Transactive memory is a system for encoding, storing, and
retrieving information in groups [57]: it is a set of individual memory systems in combination
with the communications that take place between individuals. Originally, TMS was used to
describe the ways in which dyads (such as married couples) that are close to one another share
knowledge and allocate responsibilities for knowing. Extending the notion of TMS beyond
groups and pairs, several authors have speculated on how organizations might function as TMS
with an input of information system architecture. Anand et al. [58] proposed certain forms of
information systems, such as intranets, search engines, standardized concepts and vocabularies,
could be used to enhance the functioning of TMS. Nevo and Wand [56] proposed directories of
meta-knowledge to overcome the knowledge storage and location problems as stated before. The
computerized directories of meta-memory can compensate for the lack of the group’s tacit
knowledge. Even so, the work on organizational TMS has been conceptual rather than empirical.
There have been no descriptions of working organizational TMS in the literature.
Therefore Jackson and Klobas [51] have proposed a model of the operation of an
organizational TMS. This model focused more on organizational KM codification strategy rather
than personalization strategy since the aim of suggested model was to connect people with
reusable codified knowledge. Jacobson and Klobas [51] have divided organizational TMS into
four main activities instead of three activities postulated by Wegner [57]. The nucleus of
organizational TMS is the directory or the knowledge repositories. The directory consists of
metadata about people, including name, organizational role and formal group membership, work
experience, areas of expertise and other information such as availability and reliability as a source
of knowledge. Some of the metadata for some people in a TMS will be stored in a person's head,
but other metadata can be stored externally, in a CV or expertise database, a document
management or knowledge management system, on the organization's intranet or in handbooks,
or in the heads of intermediaries such as managers, administrators and other colleagues who act
as gatekeepers or links in a chain to the ultimate source of the knowledge. The second activity is
directory maintenance. According to them, directory can be maintained by formal and informal
procedures. Formal procedures might include the updating of metadata and other information in
organizational information systems whereas informal procedures include discussions held
alongside formal meetings or serendipitous meetings in the corridor or coffee room. The third
activity is retrieving process from the directory. The directory allows knowledge to be retrieved
from one's own work group(s) and from others in the organization. Much of the information
retrieval from one's own group might be in the form of conversations although this retrieval might
be supported by information systems that record knowledge in the form of documents. Finally,
knowledge allocation would be the fourth activity evoked by Jacobson and Klobas [51]. They
argued that knowledge is allocated and stored on the basis of several activities ranging from
formal allocation of responsibility and transfer of knowledge among people in the organization to
individual learning. This view provides a framework to guide development of a holistic TMS for
a particular organization. It allows a view of what an information system might provide and what
is best done (or indeed must be done) through interpersonal means.
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4. Conceptual Framework
The underpinned framework for this study is derived from the in-depth study on IT/IS
outsourcing, knowledge transfer, information processing literature and organizational learning.
Previous research has examined a range of antecedents of organizational knowledge transfer. For
this research purposes, this study included only antecedents that have been studied extensively
across multiple studies and align conceptually. This enabled researcher not only to compare
antecedents, but also to make sure the antecedents studied are deemed relevant by the research
community. Consistent with prior literatures, the researcher classifies antecedents of interorganizational knowledge transfer into four domains: organization memory system factors, clientrelated factors, vendor-related factors while project management factors as controlled variables.
This paper contributes to the existing literature by examining how organization memory system
can facilitate the knowledge transfer process between client and vendor involved in IT
outsourcing relationship besides the other three most cited determinants. From the IT project
management perspectives, organization shared cognition are able to successfully manage project
interdependencies [59]. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed conceptual framework for the study.

4.1

Variables

The dependent variable in the research framework is ‘knowledge transfer’. The operationalize
definition of knowledge transfer for this research was drawn upon the communication theories,
whereby transfer of knowledge is define as a method that involves two-way communication
between the client and the vendor exchange and share their useful information/ skill/
competencies or routines about the project and both parties is affected by changes in recipient
replication and adaptation capabilities and changes in skills/knowledge. Knowledge from this
research context is organizational knowledge whereby “knowledgeable” organization can be seen
through daily basis routines and the systematic structure of workflow. A vendor corresponds to
the knowledge source involved in transferring knowledge or the generalized knowledge resource,
whereas; client act as knowledge receiver, and the destination or the entity which receives and
internalizes the knowledge content. Further, within the knowledge transfer context, the
transmission element corresponds to the activities and processes, such as communication
activities, through which knowledge is transferred from one entity to the other.
Meanwhile, the independent variables are measured by three domains; vendor
characteristics, client characteristics and organizational memory context. Each of the domains is
observed by several items that have been selected from Table 1. Researchers only take the items
that empirically give significant or positive impact towards knowledge transfer. The negative
impact has been eliminated to ensure the high validity and reliability of each construct. Client in
this research context is the Malaysian public agencies act as the recipient of knowledge that
outsourced the E-government application to the third parties. Meanwhile, vendor is conceptualize
as a third-party entity act as the source of knowledge that develop, manages and distributes Egovernment application and solutions to public agencies. Vendor characteristics are measured by
vendor credibility, willingness to share, disseminative capacity and knowledge integration. For
client characteristics, researchers have chosen four measurable item; absorptive capacity,
retentive capacity, conjecture and motivation. Researchers have also incorporated Transactive
Memory System (TMS) as proposed by Jacobson and Klobas [51] and Oshri et al. [50]. Although
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the most popular measurement of TMS is elucidated by Lewis [60], by which TMS is measured
by specialization, coordination and credibility, we argue that the early measurement developed by
Lewis [60] is based from the activities memory recall of dyads that working together and it is
most suitable of TMS form individual’s perspective rather from organizational perspective.
Therefore, we have extracted the main organizational routines that involves during outsourcing
project as presented in Oshri et al. [50] and Kotlarsky and Oshri [61] interpretive research.
Therefore, TMS is measured from the organizational project routines that encoding and updating
directories, coordinating and retrieval, allocating and storing and lastly directory content.
Much of the academic research on information system project management has been done
in the context of software development and maintenance in the “traditional” computing paradigm
in which the majority of software projects involve the custom development of applications [33].
There is a lack of empirical investigation of the issues related to the IT outsourcing projects.
Control variables in this model are derived from project management literature, but we labelled it
as project nature. Thus in this research, four control variables are included in the framework:
prior collaboration history, team size, project complexity and project phase.

4.2

Framework Hypotheses

The framework presented in Fig. 1 organizes knowledge transfer research based on several areas
of emphasis including client characteristics, vendor characteristics, organizational memory
characteristics and the nature of project. Each area of emphasis consists of related topics that we
identified in our review of knowledge transfer research. The dependent variables are vendor
characteristics, client characteristics and Transactive Memory System (TMS), while independent
variable is knowledge transfer in IT outsourcing. Each of variables is measured by the most cited
constructs and highly impact towards knowledge transfer effectiveness. Thus, we derived 15
hypotheses from each area that relates.
4.2.1

Vendor Characteristics

Many studies have examined the effect of knowledge source on knowledge transfer. The
knowledge source in this research refers to the vendor that develops or provides the e-government
applications or infrastructures. There are four characteristics of vendor that being measured in this
study; vendor’s credibility, vendor’s willingness to share, vendor’s disseminative capacity and
vendor’s capability to integrate knowledge from various units/departments. Vendor’s credibility
is generally defined as the extent to which a client perceives a vendor to be trustworthy and
reputable [33]. Thus from the definition, the credibility concept has two dimensions: trust and
reputation. Knowledge transfer researchers have indicated trust as the core ingredient in order for
individuals to transfer knowledge [10]. Trust ‘reflects the belief that a partner’s word or promise
is reliable and that a partner will fulfil its obligations in the relationship’ [54]. When client
credibility is high, client are likely to be more open and receptive to information from the vendor;
ideas in the asset are perceived to be worthy of consideration. The knowledge conveyed is thus
more likely to be seen as useful, and to influence the behaviour of the recipient [10]. The
importance of a client’s credibility is amplified in the context of a knowledge transfer process
because this process is not amenable to enforcement by contract [62].
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Besides vendor’s credibility, we also measures knowledge sharing initiatives in the
project. Lee ([14] and Joshi et al. [10] have showed that knowledge sharing is a major indicator of
whether or not the outsourcing activity succeeds. Those studies confirms that knowledge sharing
is one of the major predictors for outsourcing success because IT outsourcing posses highly
valuable knowledge relating to the product development, the software development process,
project management and technology in general [63]. Therefore we operationalize willingness to
share as vendor attitude which vendor is willingly to provide access towards others about
knowledge and his experiences. Willingness to share is operationalized based on the intensity
level of vendor in doing tacit and explicit knowledge sharing with his client in ITO project.
Willingness to share also relates to the vendor’s disseminative capacity. Disseminative capacity
refers to the vendor capacity to contextualize, format, adapt, translate and diffuse knowledge
through a social or technological network and to build commitment from stakeholders [64]. In the
context of IT outsourcing, individual members who control and distribute resources, information
and knowledge can largely affect the performance of the whole project team [65]. The fourth
constructs is knowledge integration. Knowledge integration is defined as individual members
who control and distribute resources, information and knowledge can largely affect the
performance of the whole project team [65]. In an IT outsourcing project, the users from the
client organization communicate system requirements to the vendor’s IT consultants who use
their software expertise and knowledge from the users to build the system. Users then assimilate
the system by making necessary changes to their work. Knowledge integration is essential since if
knowledge from a particular cluster is missing or is not integrated. Therefore, we derived five
hypotheses from vendor characteristics:
H1: Vendor characteristics significantly give an impact towards vendor characteristics
for knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing at public agencies
H1a: Vendor credibility significantly gives an impact towards vendor characteristics for
knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing at public agencies
H1b: Vendor willingness to share significantly gives an impact towards vendor
characteristics for knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing in public agencies
H1c: Vendor disseminative capabilities significantly give an impact towards vendor
characteristics for knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing in public agencies
H1d: Vendor knowledge integration significantly gives an impact towards vendor
characteristics for knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing in public agencies

4.2.2

Client Characteristics

Second independent variables involved in this research are the client factors. There are four
independent variables has been identified in this research that influence the process of
transferring knowledge in IT outsourcing project; absorptive capacity, retentive capacity,
communication competence and motivation. Most scholars stress that the studies of knowledge
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transfer should concern not only whether knowledge owners have a willingness to share, but also
whether knowledge receivers can learn and absorb. Therefore, absorptive capacity affects vendor
ability to recognize the importance and value of new knowledge, to assimilate the knowledge, and
to apply it to solve the problem. We defined absorptive capacity as the ability of the client to
acquire new external knowledge, assimilate or transform the knowledge into usable knowledge
then apply it to business ends. The definition emerges two subsets; potential absorptive capacity
and assimilation and realized absorptive capacity. The client needs to actually know their prior
knowledge and their ability to valued new knowledge that they received from vendor for example
through training or project maintenance. A transfer of knowledge is effective only when the
knowledge transferred is retained. The ability of a recipient to institutionalize the utilization of
new knowledge reflects its 'retentive' capacity [10]. According to Schwartz [7], clients retentive
capacity is differs from absorptive capacity because absorptive capacity refers to an indication of
initial short-term memory, whilst; retentive capacity refers to long-term memory.
Communication competence can be defined as the extent by which the client and vendor
have a frequent routine of formal (in term of task-achieving issues) or informal (out of role)
interaction and conversation regarding project-relevant information. The uncertainty situation in
IT outsourcing, my impacts the process of knowledge transfer among clients’ and vendors’ that
emerged the important of communication competence. On top of that, client needs the motivation
to accept and absorb the new external knowledge. The motivation of the client refers to the client
desire to implement the knowledge or technology being transferred. Lack of motivation in
knowledge transfer will result in passiveness, feigned acceptance or implementation, hidden
sabotage, intentionally slow implementation, or directly reject the practice. From the above
argument, we posit five hypotheses from client variables;
H2: Client characteristics significantly give an impact towards client characteristics for
knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing in public agencies
H2a: Client absorptive capacity significantly gives an impact towards client
characteristics for knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing in public agencies
H2b: Client retentive capacity significantly gives an impact towards client characteristics
for knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing in public agencies
H2c: Client communication competence significantly gives an impact towards client
characteristics for knowledge transfer processes in IT outsourcing in public agencies
H2d: Client motivation significantly gives an impact towards client characteristics for
knowledge transfer processes knowledge transfer in IT outsourcing in public agencies
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Fig. 1: A conceptual framework of knowledge transfer in e-government it outsourcing

4.2.3 Organizational Memory Context: TMS
Knowledge transfer in group encompasses various practices of managing organizational
knowledge. Effective transferring and use of organizational knowledge depend on a large extent
of the organization’s ability to create and manage its collective memory. This collective memory
is often referred to as organizational memory (OM). In relation to IT outsourcing, such memory
resides in business professionals from clients’ side and IT specialist from vendors’ side, policies,
contract/agreement, and culture. These retainers of OM may be in different locations and their
memories might be difficult to combine. Thus, scholars have increasingly considered the concept
of the Transactive Memory as an enhancer of inter-organizational knowledge transfer [50][56]
and to develop organizational knowledge memory system [51]. While the concept of transactive
memory has been studied in the context of traditional organizational forms and co-located teams,
little is known about the process through which a TMS in distributed teams could be created and
could support knowledge transfer between remote sites like a case in IT outsourcing. We
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measures TMS in terms of the project routines to encoding and updating the directories,
coordinating and retrieval process, allocating and storing of project information or data in the
organizational memory systems. Thus, we believe that TMS will facilitate the knowledge
transferring process;
H3: Transactive Memory System significantly facilitate knowledge transfer in IT
outsourcing at public agencies
H3a: The relevant organizational directories content significantly facilitate knowledge
transfer in IT outsourcing at public agencies
H3b: The project routines of encoding and updating project document significantly
facilitate knowledge transfer in IT outsourcing at public agencies
H3c: The project routines of coordinating and retrieval project document significantly
facilitate knowledge transfer in IT outsourcing at public agencies
H3d: The project routines of allocating and storing project document significantly
facilitate knowledge transfer in IT outsourcing at public agencies

5. Final Remarks
This conceptual paper proposed an integrative preliminary framework that links four groups of key
domains namely; client-related characteristics, vendor-related characteristics, Transactive Memory
System context and project nature factors while discussing the theories and models behind the
proposed model. This conceptual model is still based on literature study. Therefore, it needs
further research to empirically validate the model. We believed that the application of the
framework may provide useful insights into ITO specifically for Malaysia e-government initiatives.
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Abstract. This paper presents the use of a context-based methodology for term identification and
extraction from an unstructured text document. The methodology used taxonomy and Wikipedia to
support automatic term identification and extraction with an assumption of candidate terms for a
topic is often affiliated with its topic-specific keywords. A hierarchical relationship of super-topics
and sub-topics is defined by a taxonomy, meanwhile, Wikipedia is used to provide context and
background knowledge for topics that defined in the taxonomy to guide the term identification and
extraction. The experimental results have shown that context-based methodology for term
identification and extraction is viable in defining topic concepts and its sub-concepts. The
experimental results have also proven its viability to be applied in a small corpus / text size
environment in supporting term extraction.

Keywords: Term identification and extraction; Taxonomy; Wikipedia

1. Introduction
Term identification and extraction emphasized in concept formation. It is a process of identifying
significant terms that symbolize the content of the domain chosen. Therefore, the accuracy of extracted
significant terms greatly impacts the usefulness of the intended practical application. Domain specific
dictionary / thesaurus construction, document indexing for its categorical representation for easy
retrieval, ontology construction are some of the typical examples.
To date, many research works have been carried to improve the outcome of term identification and
extraction. They are categorized into five approaches which are linguistic-based, statistical-based,
machine learning-based ontology-based and hybrid-based. Linguistic-based approach [1], [2], [3] uses
dictionary, rules or patterns to extract desired terms; high workload is imposed on linguists as all rules
and patterns have to be coded manually but it produces better quality outcome. Meanwhile, statistical
approach [4, [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] uses solely mathematical computation to identify the
co-occurrence of lexical(s) in one or more specified set of documents. Generally, it performs solely on
the term counting without any semantic understanding. On the other hand, the advantage of machine
learning approach [12], [13], [14] is that it is relatively easy to tune to new domains, provided that
tagged training data is existed. [15], [16] have adopted ontology in extracting terms, where it can
achieve higher performance results; however, it requires the availability of the domain specific ontology
prior the extraction. Lastly, hybrid approach is the combination of various approaches in performing
term identification and extraction. For example, C/NC value [17], a hybrid approach that use
linguistic-based to form terms’ patterns for identification and extraction before statistically counting its
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contextual information. However, all above mentioned term identification and extraction approaches are
mainly constrained by four principal as discussed below.
a) Domain Level: Most research works required the selection of corpus resources. The selection of
corpus is usually domain specific to the intended problem to be solved and a domain corpus might
consist of various distinct topics. The above mentioned approaches are solely focused on one level
(domain level) term identification and extraction, where it often accommodates to the nature of the
investigated domain as a whole context. This might constraint its identification and extraction
outcome/result when applying it to other domains or various topics as they might be different in
context and background knowledge.
b) Nature of the terms: Research works done in term identification and extraction can be categorised
into two areas, which are technical and non-technical. In the technical area, it implies the use of
specialized knowledge of applied sciences such as for medicine and biology domain. Meanwhile,
the non-technical area denotes the use of general knowledge such as for tourism and educational
domain. Both areas exhibit the increasing usage of diversity in term of morphology and collocation.
Despite to the distinct nature of terms between the technical area and the non-technical area, the
technical areas often expose certain pattern in its terminological presentation, for instance,
biological terms often contain prefixes and suffixes that give an indication of their class. On the
other hand, the non-technical areas are always clueless to accommodate precisely the likelihood of
potential terms.
c) Text / corpus size: Research works done in term identification and extraction often involve
multi-documents with the aim to conciliate the relevancy of extracted terms to the domain
investigated. Various statistical metrics are then used to validate the extracted terms relevancy to the
domain chosen. Frequency-based counting and Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) are the two most commonly used metrics in validating true terms. In this case, corpus size
does impact the term identification and extraction. However, it will be a problematic issue for
domains which have less resources and small corpus size in term extraction.
d) Type of text/ corpus: All approaches mentioned above are mainly focus at monolingual term
identification and extraction. It is one language of terms extraction. However, there will be a
difficulty if a text contains more than one language. For instance, English and Malay words appear
in the same text.
In this paper, we propose a context-based term identification and extraction using taxonomy and
Wikipedia to overcome the above mentioned issues. A hierarchical relationship of super-topics and
sub-topics is defined by a taxonomy, meanwhile, Wikipedia is used to provide context and background
knowledge for topics that defined in the taxonomy to guide the term identification and extraction.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the use of taxonomy and Wikipedia in term
identification and extraction, system framework is presented in section 3 where each individual steps are
discussed in detail, section 4 gives the experiments, evaluations and discussions on the proposed work,
section 5 explains the limitation and possible future works and finally section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Background Technologies
2.1. Taxonomy
To date, various research works have been carried out on term extraction, however their works are
mainly focus at domain level extraction. As defined, a domain might consist of various topics. For
example, Tourism domain comprises of culture and heritage, hotel, transportation and places to visit
as its topics.
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In our work, taxonomy is proposed to be used as it provides a structure for various topics in a
domain. It defines a hierarchical relationship of super-topics and sub-topics. Hence, the domain level
term identification and extraction is performed by taking into the consideration of different topics
might appear in the investigated domain in which topic related documents will be handled specifically
according to its context and background during term identification and extraction.

•People
•Games
•Music
•Dance
•Textiles

• About Malaysia
• Culture and Heritage

•

Essentials
• Transportation
• Passport/Visa

Figure 1. Domain taxonomy on Malaysia tourism

Figure 1 indicates a portion of taxonomy for Malaysia tourism as an example. As illustrated in the
Figure 1, the Malaysia tourism domain/webpage consists of various topics; each topic is distinct in its
contents. For example, the parent concept “About Malaysia” consists of “Culture and Heritage” and
“Essentials” as the first level sub-topic in domain taxonomy; meanwhile “People”, “Games”, “Music”,
“Dance” and “Textiles” are represented as the second level sub-topics of “Culture and Heritage”
whereas “Transportation” and “Passport/Visa” are represented as the second level sub-topic of
“Essentials” in the domain taxonomy.

2.2. Wikipedia
Wikipedia is the world largest online encyclopedia lies in its size and coverage. It reaches
approximately 3 million articles in English as dated on May 2010 since its establishment in year 2001. It
covers a rich resource of general knowledge as well as in depth clarification of many specialized
knowledge which might be potentially contribute in various aspects to knowledge extraction.
In our work, Wikipedia is used to provide context and background knowledge to topics in a domain
taxonomy. An assumption is formed where candidate terms of a topic are often associated with its
topic-specific keywords in providing a context and background knowledge.
Wikipedia article corresponding to the topics represented in domain taxonomy is elicited.
Hyperlinks exist in each Wikipedia article symbolizes descriptive words (dw); it is the description of
context and background knowledge to the investigated topic. Figure 2 shows the introduction part of the
topic “People” described in Wikipedia. The underline words (hyperlinks) are example of its dw. Figure
3 is the list of extracted dw for topic “people” and it symbolized the topic “people” context and
background knowledge.
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The English noun people has two distinct fields of
application:
• as a countable noun, a group of humans, either with
unspecified traits, or specific characteristics (e.g. the
people of Spain or the people of the Plains).

• as a mass noun, people is the suppletive plural of

person. However, the word persons is sometimes
used in place of people, especially when it would be
ambiguous with its collective sense (e.g. missing
persons instead of missing people). It can
collectively refer to all humans or it can be used to
identify a certain ethnic or religious group. For
example, "people of color" is a phrase used in North
America to describe non-whites.

Figure 2. Wikipedia content on topic “People”

Count noun
countable noun
group
human
Spain
mass noun
Suppletion
suppletive
plural
person
missing person
human
ethnic
religious
people of color

Figure 3. Extracted dw on topic “People”

3. System Framework
The prototypical implementation of context-based term identification and extraction of our approach is
illustrated in Figure 4 and it details algorithm is formulated as below:
Step 1 : Identify domain source
A domain is identified as input source for term identification and extraction. For the experimental
purpose, tourism domain is chosen to test the proposed framework. Domain web pages are taken from
Malaysia official tourism website2 as the source documents for term identification and extraction.
“People”, “Games”, “Music”, “Dance” and “Textiles” are the selected topics with their corresponding
web page in the selected domain web page.
Step 2 : Identify domain taxonomy
Given the identified domain, a related domain taxonomy is defined. In the experiment, a domain
taxonomy corresponding to the domain is adopted from Malaysia official tourism website. Its
hierarchical relationship of super-topics and sub-topics defined by the taxonomy as illustrated in Fig 1.
is to provide structure for term identification and extraction from structured documents.
Step 3 : Retrieve related Wikipedia articles of the topics defined in the domain taxonomy
A freely available Wikipedia API3 is used to provide automatic access to Wikipedia articles. For
example, topic’s name, “People” in the domain taxonomy is served as a keyword for retrieving a related
Wikipedia article. The Wikipedia API implements OpenSearch protocol to retrieve Wikipedia article
using the provided keyword. The related Wikipedia article(s) corresponding to the provided keyword is
returned.

2

http://www.tourism.gov.my
http://en.Wikipedia.org/w/api.php

3
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Step 4 : Generation of the list of descriptive words
The obtained Wikipedia article (webpage) is rendered into HTML format automatically using
info.bliki.api.creator4, a package in the Wikipedia API (Bliki engine)5. The objective of this step is to
ease the generation of the list of descriptive words. A set of a word list is defined as follow:
DW = {dw1, dw2,, … dwn}
where DW denotes a list of descriptive word (dw) as described in Figure 3. All hyperlinks (descriptive
words) will be extracted from the converted HTML document. The below HTML syntax is the sample
hyperlink of a related descriptive word.
<a href="/wiki/Person" title="Person">person</a>
<a> …. </a> is the anchor name used to display information within a document, href="/wiki/Person
denotes the URL of the descriptive word, and title="Person” indicates title/description of the
descriptive word. “person” is a descriptive word as explained in Section Wikipedia. In this case,
“person” is extracted.
Step 5 : Document cleaning
“People”, “Games”, “Music”, “Dance” and “Textiles” are the topics available in the selected domain
web pages as stated in step 1. Each topic webpage is retrieved from the domain web page and cleaned up
using HTML Content Extractor6 to eliminate non-text contents such as ads, banners, videos, audios,
navigations links and menus. The cleaning task is performed automatically and does not require any user
interaction during the cleaning process. At the end of the process, a pure text file of the topic is
produced.
Step 6 : Term identification
Given an assumption that the candidate terms of a topic are often associated with its topic-specific
keywords, each dw in the list of descriptive word is examined against each sentence in pure text file of
the topic. Sentence which contains dw is extracted. Finally, a file with sentences where each sentence
contains at least one dw is being generated.
Step 7 : Term extraction
This step consists of two processes which are tagging and stemming.
a. Tagging
Treetagger7 (a multi-lingua tool for annotating text with part-of-speech and lemma information) is used
to shallowly tag all the extracted sentences in the step 5 and to elicit terms which are tagged with “NP”
(Noun Phrase). Generally, most candidate terms possess to be tagged with Noun Phrase. A list of terms
is generated as an input for next process.
b. Stemming
Extracted list of terms might contain redundancy. For example, the word “malays” and “malay” are in
fact referring the same item. Hence, Porter Stemmer8 is used to reduce all terms into their stem, base or
root form. In this case, after the stemming process, the base form of “malays” and “malay” is “malai”.
The terms with the same base form will be considered as one term.

4
5

6
7
8

http://matheclipse.org/doc/bliki/index.html
http://www.matheclipse.org/en/Java_Wikipedia_API

http://senews.sourceforge.net/KCE_README.html
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/
http://drupal.org/project/porterstemmer
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Figure 4. System framework

4. Experiment
4.1. Dataset
Malaysia official tourism website was used to test our approach. The available domain taxonomy on the
designated Malaysia tourism website is adopted to guide the term identification and extraction.
Five distinguished topics in the domain taxonomy, “People”, “Games”, “Music”, “Dance” and
“Textiles” as illustrated in Figure 1 are chosen for testing our proposed approach. The content of each
topic is context sensitive to its title. Thus, it is significantly novel to experiment the taxonomy utilization
in term identification and extraction.
Table 1 displayed the word count for each topic in a pure text file.

Table 1. Topic word count
Topic
People
Games
Music
Dance
Textiles
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word count
937
671
282
873
196
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4.2. Evaluation metrics
The most challenging activity in term extraction lies in its evaluation method as there is no formal way
to evaluate terms. Same resource corpus might produce different terms, all are depends on their usage in
the developed application. Hence, it is difficult to obtain a suitable “gold standard” that can be used to
evaluate extracted terms.
Having all the known evaluation difficulties in mind, we manually evaluated the result with the help
of human expert. The term identification and extraction were evaluated using two metrics: Precision and
Recall as shown in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.
Precision =

Recall =

No of correctly extracted term
Total terms extracted by the system in investigated topic

No of correctly extracted term
Total terms exist in the investigated topic

(1)

(2)

4.3. Result and discussion
Table 2. Recall and precision of term extraction
Topic
Recall
Precision
People
100
60
Games
62.5
38
Music
62.5
41.7
Dance
100
47.5
Textiles
100
44
Recall

Precision

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
People

Games

Music

Dance

Textiles

Figure 5. Recall and precision of term extraction

The results of term extraction are presented in Table 2 and Figure 5, they showed that the domain
taxonomy and Wikipedia have contributed an impact in our work. The use of dw in topic web page hints
the exact location of the topic candidate terms. For instance, “humans”, “person” and “ethnic” are the
most referred dw against topic “People”. Whenever the descriptive word occurs in a sentence, the topic
candidate term was existed before or after it. Out of 60% of the extracted sentences in the topic
“People”, it contains 100% of terms in it. This has proven that context-based of using domain taxonomy
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and Wikipedia worked well in handling term identification and extraction by taking into the
consideration of different topics might appear in the investigated domain.
This experiment has also discovered that the page size of topic has not contributed to its
performance metrics. The largest size of topic webpage, “People” with 937 word count gives 100%
recall and 60% precision whereas the smallest topic webpage, “Textiles” with only 196 word count
gives a recall of 100% and precision of 44%. This gives an indication that our approach can be applied in
any domain regardless of the text / corpus size.

4.4. Comparison evaluation result and discussion on term extraction
As indicated in Table 3 and Figure 6, we performed a comparison study between our approach with
Yahoo! Search Keyword Terms Extraction9 and Termine10. Yahoo Search Keyword Terms Extraction
employs Yahoo! Search API, whereas Termine adapts C-value, a statistical approach to perform term
extraction. Both tools were chosen as they share the same construction characteristics with our approach
in term of domain portability and scalability, and they are also an automatic term identification and
extraction tool without the need of any training corpus.
In our approach, the extracted sentences generated from the term identification process are tagged
using Treetagger. The terms which are tagged with “NP” aka Noun Phrase is extracted.
As can be seen from the Table 3 and Figure 6, our approach is outperformed than Yahoo Search
Keyword Terms and Termine in term of precision and recall. The methodology of the context-based
term identification and extraction using taxonomy, and Wikipedia performed domain level term
identification and extraction by taking into the consideration of different topics might appear in the
investigated domain compared to the both tools which have performed the term extraction on the
domain level regardless of the context and background knowledge of its content.
Figure 7, 8 and 9 are the results of the terms identification and extraction using Yahoo! Search
Keyword Terms Extraction, Termine and our approach on the topic “People”. As shown by the results,
only the Termine contains value for each term as they are extracted based on statistical approach and the
extracted terms are listed according to the calculated value. Compared to the Yahoo Search keyword
Terms and Termine, our approach is able to extract significant language (English and Malay) terms
which are in a proper collocation.
Table 3. Recall and precision of term extraction tools
Yahoo! Keyword
Phrase Term
Extraction
Taxonomy
concept
People
Games
Music
Dance
Textiles

9
10

Termine

Our Approach

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

8.3
0
12.5
10.5
0

5
0
5
10
0

16.7
62.5
37.5
47.3
50

2.5
7.6
6.5
7.8
8.7

100
62.5
37.5
100
75

40
31.3
19
46.3
60

http://tools.seobook.com/yahoo-keywords
http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/termine
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Recall
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Figure 6. Performance among term extraction tools

<ResultSet xsi:schemaLocation="urn:yahoo:cate
http://api.search.yahoo.com/ContentAnalysisService/V1/TermExtractionResponse.xsd">
<Result>malay traditions</Result>
<Result>theravada buddhism</Result>
<Result>keen business sense</Result>
<Result>state of johor</Result>
<Result>colourful heritage</Result>
<Result>conversion to islam</Result>
<Result>malay language</Result>
<Result>spice route</Result>
<Result>chinese immigrants</Result>
<Result>indigenous ethnic groups</Result>
<Result>malaysian culture</Result>
<Result>tourism malaysia</Result>
<Result>malays</Result>
<Result>hokkien</Result>
<Result>1400s</Result>
<Result>spea</Result>
<Result>ethnic groups in malaysia</Result>
<Result>mannerisms</Result>
<Result>sarawak</Result>
<Result>chinese language</Result>
</ResultSet>

Figure 7. Yahoo! Search Keyword Terms Extraction on topic “People”

Rank
1
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
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Term
ethnic group
indigenous ethnic group
indigenous ethnic groups orang asli orang asli
tamil-speaking south indian immigrant
annual tamu besar festival
orang ulu
malaysian culture
capital city kuala lumpur
kadazan dusun

Score
11.5
3.169925
2.807355
2
2
2
2
2
2
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4
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

mountainous region
upriver tribe
british colonial rule
keen business sense
nomadic sea-faring people
malaysian chinese form
flat valley delta
rich art heritage
intriguing diversity malay
indian caste system
kadazan dusuns form
paddy field farming
fearsome warrior race
islamic coastal population
impressive equestrian skill
main ethnic group
northern inland region
international spice route
main tribal group
traditional community home
orang ulu tribe

2
2
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962
1.584962

Figure 8. Termine on topic “People”
Malaysia
Islam
CHINESE
Hokkien
Penang
Kuala Lumpur
Johor
MALAY
INDIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS
Orang Asli
Peninsular Malaysia
Negrito
Senoi
Iban
Bidayuh
Orang Ulu
Sarawak
Dayak
Sabah
Kadazan
Dusun
Bajau
Murut
Borneo

Figure 9. Our approach on topic “People”

5. Limitation and Future Enhancement
The limitation our proposed framework is the over generation of topic’s DW. For example, as can be
seen in Figure 3, the DW of “Count noun”, “countable noun”, “Spain”, “mass noun”, “Suppletion”,
“suppletive” and “plural” are not significant to the context and background knowledge of the topic
“People”. They are merely appeared in the DW due to its hyperlink listed in the topic web page.
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In the future work, we intend to look into synonym of the each dw and semantic interpretation of
Wikipedia content in improving the performance of term identification and extraction.

6. Conclusion
The work proposed in this paper is meant to provide a better way for term identification and extraction
by taking into consideration of different topics might occur in a domain corpus for supporting
ontology construction. The multi-topics are represented in taxonomy as a multi-level tree
representation and the Wikipedia is used to provide multi topics’ context and background knowledge.
The hypothesis proven is that carefully taking care of the need of each domain topics can improve the
performance metrics.

7.
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Abstract. The simplest way to search for the information is to look at every item in a collection of
information or in database but the collection not necessarily be in one language only as information does
not limited to language. When the need to translate the languages being used arises, this is where the
techniques and methods that were being developed for the cross-lingual retrieval system will take place.
This article reviews some recent researches and issues focusing on topics in cross-lingual information. An
experiment has also being conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of using the bilingual
dictionary in Malay-English cross-lingual retrieval system.

Keywords: Cross-lingual information retrieval, dictionary-based translation, query translation,
bilingual dictionary, Malay language

1. Introduction
Information retrieval (IR) can be defined in so many ways. Asking the current time is one of the forms of
information retrieval. In 2008, Manning, Raghavan and Schutze [1] define IR as “the act of finding
material usually documents of an unstructured form (usually text) that satisfies an information need
within large collections (usually stored in computers). These tasks not restricted to only documents in one
language but also in other languages. But the classical IR regards the documents in foreign language as
the unwanted “noise” [2]. These needs introduce new area of IR which takes into account all the
documents received regardless of the languages being used; the cross-lingual and multi-lingual IR.
In classical IR search engines, both the query and the retrieved documents are in the same language.
The retrieved documents in the cross-lingual IR system can be in a language different from the query
language used by a user. But now rather than focusing only on two languages, IR system also can
retrieved documents in multiple languages. Of course there are also lots of problems arises with these
enhanced systems.
Cross-lingual IR has become more important in recent years. The basic idea behind the crosslingual IR is to retrieve documents in a language (or called as the target language) different from the
query language (or the source language) used by the user to develop the query. This may be desirable
even when the user is not a speaker of the language used in the retrieved documents. Once the user knows
that the information about their needs exist and is relevant, the retrieved documents can be translated by a
human translator for future use of the user. Translations can be performed on the query, the document or
in both document and query [3]. Query translation involves translating the query to the target language
while document translation will translate whole document into source language.
The classical IR which is in mono-lingual is obviously proven successful since at present, searching
has been the most used tool in the Web. However, when it comes to cross-lingual IR the situation is quite
different. Lilleng and Tomassen [4] mention that there are few satisfactory quality cross-lingual IR
systems available for the Web, but cross-lingual approaches for restricted domain (for example the
medicine and geo-informatics) have shown to be more rewarding.
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The structure of this article is as follows. Section 2 discusses current researches in cross-lingual IR
which include the research using an improved dictionary, ontologies, interaction with user and expansion
of the queries. Section 3 will describe a current research that focused on using the bilingual dictionary in
translating user query for Malay and English language. Result of the experiment and the discussion will
be discussed in Section 4 and this article will be summarized and a discussion on the future of crosslingual IR will be described in Section 5.

2. Cross-lingual IR Current Researches
2.1.

Improving Dictionary-based Cross-lingual IR

Using the dictionary based translation is a traditional approach in cross-lingual IR systems but significant
performance degradation is observed when queries contain words or phrases that do not appear in the
dictionary. This is called the Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) problems [5]. This is to be expected even in the
best of dictionaries. Input queries by user usually short and even the query expansion cannot help to
recover the missing words because of information lacking. Generally, OOV terms are proper names or
newly created words. For example, a user wants to search the information about the Influenza A (H1N1)
disease in Malaysia by entering “H1N1 Malaysia” as the query. The H1N1 is a newly created term and
may not be included in a dictionary which was published only a few years ago. If the term H1N1 is
omitted from the query translation, it is most likely that the user will not get any relevant documents at all.
OOV terms include compound words, proper nouns and technical terms [6].
In many documents technical terms and proper names are important text elements. Dictionaries
only include the most commonly used proper nouns and technical terms used such as major cities and
countries. Their translation is crucial for a good cross-language IR system. A common method used to
handle un-translatable keywords is to include the un-translated in the target language query. If this word
does not exist in the target language, the query will be less likely to retrieve relevant documents.
Named entities (NEs) are essential components of texts, especially news texts [7]. NEs extraction
and translation are vital in the field of NLP for research on machine translation, cross-language
information retrieval, bilingual lexicon construction, and so on. There are three types of NEs [8]; entity
names (organizations, persons and locations), temporal expressions (dates and times), and number
expressions (monetary values and percentages).
Organizations, person and location named entities are difficult to handle with a fixed set of rules,
since new entity names are constantly being created and hence the growing need to investigate techniques
for NEs extraction and translation. Bilingual dictionaries often have few entries for NEs [9]. But, when
NEs are wrongly segmented as ordinary words and translated with a bilingual dictionary, the results are
often poor.
Wikipedia [10] has becoming an important resource in the cross-lingual IR recently. Many
researchers have conducted studies and experiments using the free online encyclopaedia. Lin, Wang, Yeh,
Tsai and Tsai [9] have developed a Japanese-Chinese IR system based on the query translation approach.
The system employs a more conventional Japanese-Chinese bilingual dictionary and Wikipedia for
translating query terms. They studied the effects of using Wikipedia and proposed that Wikipedia can be
used as a good NEs bilingual dictionary. By exploiting the nature of Japanese writing system, the query
terms are processed differently based on the forms they are written in. To cope with term disambiguation,
they have adopted an iterative disambiguating method based on the PageRank algorithm. The method
proved to be effective and outperforms the previous Japanese-Chinese system’s tests.
A recent Wikipedia-based study by Nguyen, Overwijk, Hauff, Trieschnigg, Hiemstra, and de Jong
[11] showed that query translations for cross-lingual IR can be performed using only Wikipedia. An
advantage of using Wikipedia is that it allows translating phrases and proper nouns well. It is also very
scalable since it is easy to use the most up to date version of Wikipedia which makes it able to handle
actual terms. The approach is that the queries are mapped to Wikipedia concepts and the corresponding
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translations of these concepts in the target language are used to create the final query. The system build
by the authors called WikiTranslate is evaluated by searching with topics in Dutch, French and Spanish in
an English data collection.
The system which achieved a performance of 67% compared to the monolingual baseline can be
valuable alternative to current translation resources and that the unique structure of Wikipedia (for
example the text and internal links) can be very useful in CLIR. The use of Wikipedia might also be
suitable for Interactive CLIR, where user feedback is used to translate the query, since Wikipedia
concepts are very understandable for people.

2.2.

Translation Resources beyond Human-constructed Dictionaries

Query suggestion aims to suggest relevant queries for a given query, which help users to specify their
information needs better [12]. It is closely related to query expansion but the query suggestion aims to
suggest full queries that have been formulated by users in another language. Gao et al [12] proposed
query suggestion by mining relevant queries in different languages from up-to-date query logs as it is
expected that for most user queries, we can find common formulations on these topics in the query log in
the target language.
Therefore, cross-lingual query suggestion also plays a role of adapting the original query
formulation to the common formulations of similar topics in the target language. Used as a query
translation system, the proposed method demonstrates higher effectiveness than traditional query
translation methods using either bilingual dictionary or machine translation tools.

2.3.

Ontologies

Pourmahmoud and Shamsfard [13] carried out a research to retrieve English documents relevant to
Persian queries using bilingual ontologies to annotate the documents and queries. A bilingual ontology
consists of an ontology and a bilingual dictionary. Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization. It contains a set of distinct and identified concepts related by a set of relations [14].
They use the ontology to expand the query with related terms in pre and post translation expansion and
the combined approach significantly improves cross-lingual performance. An advantage of this approach
is the adaptability to several languages, which can be done by adding other dictionaries and thesauruses.

2.4.

Interaction with the User

One of the criticisms frequently made of research in the CLIR domain is that too much attention has been
given to questions of retrieval functionality and effectiveness with little regard to the real needs of the end
user [15]. Interactive query expansion (IQE) [16] is a potentially useful technique to help searchers
formulate improved query statements, and ultimately retrieve better search results. However, IQE is
seldom used in operational settings because IQE is generally not integrated into searchers’ established
information-seeking behaviours (e.g., examining lists of documents), and it may not be offered at a time
in the search when it is needed most (i.e., during the initial query formulation).
These challenges can be addressed by coupling IQE more closely with familiar search activities,
rather than as a separate functionality that searchers must learn. White and Marchionini [17] introduced
and evaluated a variant of IQE known as Real-Time Query Expansion (RTQE). As a searcher enters their
query in a text box at the interface, RTQE provides a list of suggested additional query terms, in effect
offering query expansion options while the query is formulated.
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2.5.

Query Expansion

Research done by Han and Chen [18] focusing on a new query expansion method which combined the
ontology-based collaborative filtering and neural networks to increase the performance of expansion
method. Collaborative filtering is a method that assesses similarities among the previous users then
recommends the documents that are accessed by the users to the current users [19]. Example of
collaborative filtering is in Fig. 1. But the limitation of the collaborative filtering is that it cannot find any
connection between users and their similar users when little information was given by the user at the
beginning of the search.

Fig. 1: An example of collaborative filtering from Amazon website

The two proposed query expansion approaches are thoroughly evaluated using two standard Text
Retrieval Conference (TREC) Web collections and from the experimental results, there is a statistically
significant improvement compared with the baselines. They concluded that the adaptive query expansion
mechanism is very effective when the external collection used is much larger than the local collection and
it can improve the effectiveness and robustness of query expansion.

3. Query Translation using Bilingual Dictionary
Malay-English cross-lingual IR is one of the pair of languages that are actively being researched in
Malaysia [20], [21]. One of the researches is the query translation by using the bilingual dictionary where
each word or phrase in source language is translated into the target language either one by one or often by
several words or phrases at the same time. Translation using bilingual dictionary faces two translation
problems; first on how to translate and second on how to prune alternatives. Early studies proposed using
only the first translation listed in the dictionary. It is motivated by the fact that the first translation is often
the most frequently used.
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We carried out an experiment to test the effectiveness of the Malay-English CLIR system by using
unidirectional dictionaries of Malay-English and English-Malay. A unidirectional dictionaries list the
meanings of words of one language in another language. For experimentation purpose, a Malay and
English document collection containing 1,446 newspaper articles is being used. From the collection, we
prepared 35 Malay search queries covering a number of major events occurred in Malaysia.
First, the monolingual baseline queries were created manually using the Malay and English languages.
The relevance judgments for Malay-English news collection were established manually then the termdocument matrix for documents in both languages was built. Then, queries in the Malay language were
automatically translated into English language and vice versa. The first translation listed in the dictionary
will be selected for each translation of the term in source language. A program was built to translate the
queries. The translation involves tokenization, dictionary look-up, query construction and query
weighting. See Fig. 2. This experiment was evaluated using the Mean Average Precision (MAP) and
Average Recall-Precision graph. The results were also being compared with the baseline for the Malay
and English document collection, respectively.

4. Result and Discussion
From the experiment, it shows that the retrieval performance of the direct translation method is lower than
the equivalent monolingual methods. Table 1 shows the MAP results for the baseline and cross-lingual IR
using the first translation listed in the bilingual dictionary, labelled as CLIR1. English queries were
translated into Malay language automatically and then being used for retrieving the Malay document
collection. The MAP results for CLIR1 were lower than baseline in retrieving Malay documents. Baseline
slightly outperformed the CLIR1 by 5.6%.
For retrieving the English documents, Malay queries were then translated into English language.
As shown in Table 2, the MAP results for cross-lingual IR using CLIR1 also lower than the baseline
result by 13.7%. The MAP result for Malay documents retrieval is higher than the English documents
retrieval at the 11.2%. Table 2 and Table 3 show the average precision at 11-recall points for both the
Malay and English documents retrieval.
START

Enter User
Query

Term-base
Tokenization

For Each
Token

YES

General Dictionary
Look up
NO

Query
Construction

Query

Weighting

END

Fig. 2: The modules for user query translation
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Table 1: Comparison of MAP results for baseline and CLIR1 approach
MAP Result

Experiment

Malay Documents

English Documents

Monolingual IR (Baseline)

0.809

0.778

CLIR1 (First Translation)

0.753

0.641

Table 2: Average precision-recall at 11-recall points for Malay monolingual IR and CLIR1
Recall
0.0

Precision
Monolingual
CLIR1
IR
0.914
0.830

0.1

0.902

0.835

0.2

0.893

0.832

0.3

0.894

0.816

0.4

0.875

0.803

0.5

0.874

0.795

0.6

0.861

0.778

0.7

0.844

0.760

0.8

0.790

0.712

0.9

0.774

0.692

1.0

0.608

0.573

Average

0.839

0.766

Table 3: Average precision-recall at 11-recall points for English monolingual IR and CLIR1
Recall

Precision
Monolingual IR

CLIR1

0.0

0.866

0.759

0.1

0.846

0.742

0.2

0.844

0.720

0.3

0.836

0.707

0.4

0.826

0.696

0.5

0.802

0.663

0.6

0.794

0.647

0.7

0.766

0.636

0.8

0.725

0.588

0.9

0.703

0.572

1.0

0.573

0.450

Average

0.780

0.653
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the average precision-recall in graphs form. As shown in these figures, the
performance of CLIR system is lower than the monolingual IR results. The results show that if the
dictionary was organized based on the most frequently used translation, retrieval system that used CLIR1
can improve the retrieval performance. One of the ways we can increase the performance is by adding all
translations listed in the dictionary rather than choosing only the first translation because not all
dictionaries have the same organisation. On the other hand, by including all the translations, we can
obtain the query expression effect. There are two problems that have been identified in direct translation
method that caused a drop in CLIR performance which are the proper names identification and translation,
and compound words translation. Proper names should be identified earlier before translation event take
place. Compound words handling does not applied in direct translation. As result, compound words, such
as angkasa lepas, kapal terbang and kapal selam, were wrongly translated and it caused dropped in
retrieval performance. These compound words should be translated as whole. These problems and other
approaches to improve the retrieval performance will be researched in future.
Average Precision at 11-points for Malay Documents
Retrieval
1.0
Precision

0.8
0.6
0.4

Monolingual IR

0.2

CLIR1

0.0
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Recall
Fig. 3: The average recall-precision graph for Malay documents retrieval

Precision

Average Precision at 11-recall Points for English Documents
Retrieval
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Monolingual IR
CLIR1

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Recall
Fig. 4: The average recall-precision graph for English documents retrieval
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5. Conclusion
Cross-lingual IR provides new paradigms in searching documents through myriad varieties of languages
across the world and it can be the baseline for searching not only among two languages but also in
multiple. Currently most of the cross-lingual research involved only top commonly used languages in the
world for example English, Mandarin, Spanish and Hindi. Also, research has being done on languages
that has being influenced most by the economic and commercial of a country [15]. That means in overall
only a few languages have been through the development of test corpus and an extensive formal
evaluation. It is unfair to only consider the cross-lingual IR research focussing only on these languages.
There are a lot of other languages that are equally important to the people which they use to search
for information. There is a need for research that focuses on these languages and currently many research
have been done based on the native languages of the researchers such as the Indonesian [22] and Urdu
[23]. It shows that cross-lingual IR is possible to be available for every language.
When there are many languages are available to be used for searching information, there will raise
the issue of multi-lingual IR. This type of IR is not restricted to only two languages but can also include
as many languages as the system can. This will eventually broaden the search results that are retrieved
which are relevant to the queries from the users and enhance the system’s effectiveness. But on the other
hand, users will have to spend time and maybe money to manually translate all the related documents to
their mother-tongue language.
This report explains a description on cross-lingual IR, its issues and current methods and
techniques to overcome problems for efficient and resourceful searching. This article meant for reviewing
not all but some of the latest researches in the area of cross-lingual IR. As expected from the experiment
done, the retrieval performance of the direct translation method is lower that the equivalent monolingual
retrieval. Further investigations are needed in order to improve the effectiveness of cross-lingual retrieval
focussing mainly on the Malay and English languages.
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Abstract - This paper concerns an experiment on constructing computational Malay
lexicon from Malay root word. A lexicon is a repository of words and that is also
known as the backbone of any Natural Language Processing system that contains
information about individual words or words usage. This lexicon creation will allow a
morphologist, linguist or computational linguist to develop, generate, examine and
manipulate a set of Malay lexicons which can improve many applications such as
information retrieval systems with detailed information regarding the lexeme or word,
word class, various words selection, grammatical function and many more. Usually
Malay morphological processing or analysis would involve applications such as
stemming, tagging or affixed analyser to determine the root words original word’s
structure. Using the same Malay morphological processing but with a different
approach, a list of suitable Malay lexicon or words will automatically constructed
from a single root word. The list of new words then will be categorized by its lexical
class (nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc). This study will apply various types of affixes
namely prefix, suffix, circumfix and infix on Malay root words. In this experiment,
using affixed words analyser should produces list of new words constructed from one
root word. As the output, from a single root word, a collection of new Malay lexicon
constructed together with its classes.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Malay is a language spoken by most of the people who live in Southeast Asian region
such as Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia and Singapore. The Malay language is a member
of the Austronesian family of languages which is also known as "MalayoPolynesian". Earlier when Islam arrived in South East Asia, the Arabic script (known
as Jawi) was adapted to write the Malay language starting from the 14th century and
replaced by the Latin alphabet (known as Rumi) in the early 20th century with the
arrival of the West [15]. However, even though Malay is normally written in Rumi,
Jawi is still broadly used in various fields such as legal documents, religious texts, and
newspapers.
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1.2 Malay Morphology
Morphological analysis is an important measure in order to obtain the Malay lexicon.
Malay is an agglutinative language which is a rich morphology that performs a lot of
affixation, reduplication and compounding in word formation. It creates new words
by adding affixes to the root words. Malay affixation is relatively transparent and rule
based A Malay word can be separated into discrete morphemes with visibly defined
boundaries, including roots, prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and circumfixes. [8]. There are
four basic word classes in Malay [1] which is nouns, verbs, adjectives, and function
words (particles).

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology used for this study will begin with task analysis phase and
ended with the result analysis.
Phase 1: Analysis of literature review
In the first phase, the analysis starts with study on the previous work done from other
researchers in the same area. This literature review is focused on the discussion about
Malay morphology including analyze affixation, word classes and morphographemic
rules. Based on the literature [1],[2],[3] and [4] affixation includes prefixation,
suffixation, circumfixaton (prefix and suffix combination) and infixation. There are a
total of 21 prefixes, three suffixes, seven infixes and 27 circumfixation in Malay [1] &
[4] and prefixes and suffixes are the most productive affixation process and use
extensively to express grammatical relationships and to form new word. As mention
in [2], some spelling variations occur when adding one native prefix or circumfix to
any Malay root word. In this analysis phase, study on Malay morphographemic rules
has been done to avoid any error or mistake during implementation phase where the
root word will be combined with all four affixes by using the rules. Study and analysis
regarding the morphological rules and word classes is crucial to increase the
understanding and accuracy of the classes for each new word created and this can be
obtained from [1]. In general, this phase requires some amount of time and
participation from language experts is required to verify the validation of rules.
Phase 2: Implementation
In this paper, computational affixed words analyser will be used to construct a
computational lexicon. The analyser is developed based on the conclusion and
findings made from the literature review. In this phase, three different steps will be
conducted beginning with adding any root word that can be found from dictionary [6]
into the program prepared beforehand. Next, the root word will be combined with
each affixation processes (prefix, suffix, circumfix and infix) by following the Malay
morphographemic rules and spelling exceptions and variants to produce a new word
together with its word class using the analyzer program. For this process, the standard
Malay grammar rule-based approach is engaged in order to make the computer
program flexible in compliant changes in the morphological rules. The analyzer must
include the correct rules to avoid any errors during this process. A set of rules which
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defined prefixes, suffixes, circumfix (prefix-suffix pairs), and infixes are written in
the following formats:
Prefix rules format: prefix+
Example: pe + latih = pelatih,
ter + latih = terlatih
Suffix rules format: +suffix
Example: terus + i = terusi ,
terus + an = terusan
Circumfix (Prefix-suffix pair) rules format: prefix+suffix
Example: pe+ lari +an = pelarian,
me+ lari +kan = melarikan
Infix rules format: +infix+
Example: laki (+el+) = lelaki,
gilang (+em+) = gemilang
Phase 3: Result analysis
This phase will evaluate the accuracy of the result by comparing each of the word
against the dictionary [6] to check whether the word exists in the dictionary or not.
The analyser should produce a new word together with its added affixes and word
class. If the word exists in the dictionary, then it will stays in the database, otherwise
more study will be perform to ensure the word can be categorized the word as a new
word and or rejected word. To perform this, advice and consultation with Malay
language experts will be conducted. The accepted new word then will be included into
the lexicon database.
3. MALAY AFFIXATION
Affixation is one of the most common and widely used of the three
morphological processes existing in Malay language. It will generate affixed words
through a process which a root word may be extended by one or more affixes. In
Malay, there are four types of affixes which include prefixes, suffixes, circumfixes
and infixes [1]. . See Figure 1
Prefixation involve the process of adding a prefix at the left side of the root
word. Common examples of prefixes are pe-, pem-, peng-,me-, mem-, meng-,ber-, ter, di- and se- . Meanwhile, suffixation is adding a suffix to the right side of the root
word and –an, -kan and –i are the list of suffixes involve. Circumfixation is the
morphological process whereby an affix made up of two separate parts surrounds and
attaches to a root at the left and right sides of the root word. A circumfix is a
combination of a prefix and a suffix treated as a single morphological unit. Common
circumfixes include pe-...-an, pem-...-an, peng-...-an, per-...-an, pel-...-an,ke-...-an,
me-...-kan, mem-...-kan, meng-...-kan, ber-...-kan, ber-...-an, me-...-i, men-...-i, meng...-i,ke-...-an,di-..-i,memper-...-i, and diper-..-i. Infixation is the insertion of an infix
just after the first consonant of the base. There are four infixes in Malay: -el-, -em-,
er- and -in-. The use of affixes will change the meaning of a word and the word class.
Many initial consonants undergo mutation when affixes are added, for example from
a root word ajar (teach). The root word ajar will change into a variety of new words
with different meaning and word classes such as ajar = teach (verb), ajaran =
teachings (noun), belajar = to learn (verb), mengajar = to teach (verb), diajar = being
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taught (verb), diajarkan = being taught (verb), pelajar = student (noun), pengajar =
teacher (noun)
pelajaran = subject (noun), pengajaran = lesson, moral of story (noun) and many
more.

Figure 1: Affixed word with clitics (proclitic and enclitic) and particle [2]
4. WORD CLASSES
In Malay language, there are four major word classes (golongan kata) that
includes Kata Nama (Noun), Kata Kerja (Verb), Kata Adjektf (Adjective) and Kata
Tugas (Function Word) [1]. Each word class are divided into different sub categories,
for example Kata Name (Noun) is divided into seven sub categories that is Kata Nama
Am, Kata Nama Khas, Kata Ganti Nama, Kata Nama Tunggal, Kata Nama Terbitan,
Kata Nama Majmuk dan Kata Nama Ganda. Same goes to Kata Kerja (Verb), where it
can be separated into six sub categories which are Kata Kerja Aktif, Kata Kerja Pasif,
Kata Kerja Tunggal, Kata Kerja Terbitan, Kata Kerja Majmuk, and Kata Kerja Ganda.
Even though the word can be categorized into sub categories, for this research
the new constructed words will only referring into the main word classes. Later on in
this research experiment, each root word that has gone through the process of adding
affixes are classified into the three word class which is noun, verb and adjective
according to the affixes rules involve in the process.
5. SPELLING VARIATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS
Another aspect of Malay morphology that needs to be considered is the spelling
variations and exceptions. The spelling variations and exceptions only apply on some
of the prefixes, circumfixes and suffixes where some of the first letter root words need
to be dropped, inserted or even assimilated when combined with these affixes.
There are several spelling exceptions for prefixes prepared in [5]. Errors might occur
to some words during adding affixes process if the spelling exception rules being
ignored. For example, for a root word that begins with ‘p’ such as pulas will
transform into memulas and pemulas for prefix ‘mem’ and ‘pem’, where the first
letter p eliminated from the root word. Some goes to a root word fikir which will
transform into memikir and pemikir after the first letter ‘f’ is dropped. Meanwhile, if
prefix ‘me’ and ‘pe’ is added to the root word beginning with letter ‘s’, the letter ‘s’
will be dropped and replaced by ‘ny’. This can be applied to a root word ‘sapu’ that
will transform to word ‘menyapu’ or ‘penyapu’.
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Other prefixes that has the spelling exceptions are prefixes ‘meng’ and ‘peng’ which
need to drop the first letter of root word that begins with letter ‘k’, prefixes ‘meny’
and ‘peny’ for letter ‘s’, and lastly ‘men’, ‘pen’ and ‘sepen’ for letter ‘t’.
There is another previous research [2] that included the morphographemic rules used
to generate prefixed and circumfixed words. The rules are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1: MORPHOGRAPHEMICS RULES FOR PREFIX AND CIRCUMFIX
Prefixes and
Circumfixes

Group1
berperterber-an
per-an

Group 2
mepeNpeN-an

Base

Morphographemics

Number of
syllables

Initial character

-

R

One

a,e,i,o,u,g,h,q,x
b,f,v
c,d,j,z
K

More than one

K
P
P
S
S
T
T

Deletion of initial <r>

Insertion of <nge>
Insertion of <ng>
Insertion of <m>
Insertion of <n>
Assimilation of <k> to
<ng>
Insertion of <ng>
Assimilation of <p> to <m>
Insertion of <m>
Assimilation of <s> to
<ny>
Insertion of <n>
Assimilation of <t> to <n>
Insertion of <n>

6. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the process of constructing Malay computational lexicon
from Malay root word using affixed words analyser. It is hard to find similar research
done on creating Malay computational lexicon from a root word. Most of the previous
study or analysis would involve studies on Part Of Speech (POS), stemming, or using
the affixed analyser itself to determine the root word where the words originated as
well as to identify the original word’s structure. But in this study, using the affixed
analyser, a list of Malay lexicon or words will automatically constructed from a single
root word taken from Malay dictionary. Through this research, it produces new word
that can be applied for other Malay morphological analysis. The list of lexicon stored
in the database can be used for improving the process on word tagging or parsing
process because all the lexicons are grouped according to their word class. This
system analyser provides a starting point for future work in Malay computational
lexicon and morphological analysis.
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APPENDIX : AFFIXES LIST IN MALAY
AFFIXES
Prefix

NOUN
pe-1
pe-2
peNpempenpengpengepelpeRperkejuru-

Suffix

-an

Circumfix

pe-...-an1
pe-...-an2
peN-..-an
pem-...-an
pen-...-an
peng-...-an
penge-...-an
pel-...-an
peR-...-an
ke-...-an

Infix

-el-er-em-

VERB
meNmememmenmengmengebeRberteRterdimempeRmemperdipeRdiper-kan
-i
meN-...-kan
me-..-kan
mem-...-kan
men-...-kan
meng-...-kan
menge-...-kan
beR-..-kan
ber-...-kan
ber-...-an
beR-..-an
di-...-kan
meN-..-i
me-..-i
mem-...-i
men-...-i
meng-...-i
di-..-i
mempeR-...-kan
memper-...-kan
mempeR-...-i
memper-...-i
ke-...-an
dipeR-...-kan
diper-...-kan
dipeR-...-i
diper-...-i

ADJECTIVE
terse-

ke-...-an

-el-er-em-in-
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new visual signature for content –based indexing of low resolution documents.
Camera Based Document Analysis and Recognition (CBDAR) has been established which deals with
the textual information in scene images taken by low cost hand held devices like digital camera, cell
phones, etc. A lot of applications like text translation, reading text for visually impaired and blind
person, information retrieval from media document, e-learning, etc., can be built using the techniques
developed in CBDAR domain. The proposed approach of extraction of textual information is
composed of three steps: image segmentation, text localization and extraction, and Optical Character
Recognition. First of all, for pre-processing the resolution of each image is checked for re-sampling
to a common resolution format (720 X 540). Then, the final image is converted to grayscale and
binarized using Otsu segmentation method for further processing. In addition, looking at the mean
horizontal run length of both black and white pixels, the proper segmentation of foreground objects is
checked. In the post-processing step, the text localizer validates the candidate text regions proposed
by text detector. We have employed a connected component approach for text localization. The
extracted text is then has been successfully recognized using ABBYY FineReader for OCR. Apart
from OCR, we had created a novel feature vectors from textual information for Content-Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR).
Keywords: Image Segmentation, Text Extraction, OCR, CBIR
Scope: Science Engineering.
1.

Introduction

The presence of the text data in images and videos containing information that is useful for clearing
automatically, indexing, and structuring an image. In the extraction of this information involves the
detection, localization, tracking, extraction, enhancement, and recognition of text from the image
provided. Nevertheless, because of diferences change the text size, style, orientation, and alignment,
and low image contrast and complex background to the problem of automatic text extraction extremely
challenging [1]. Although a comprehensive survey of related problems such as face detection, analysis,
documents, and indexing of images & videos can be found, the problem of extracting the text
information is not well explored. In this paper, we present a generic framework and methodology for
automatically extract the text content of the image obtained from slide video recordings. In particular,
we use the video lectures as our initial target because it can be the basis for other scenarios such as
meetings and conferences. In addition to OCR, we also discuss how the unique information available in
text layout. This information could be used for indexing and retrieval.
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2.

Related Works

Development and progress of various approaches to the extraction of text information from the image
and video have been proposed for specific application, including page segmentation [2], text color
extraction [3], video frame text detection [4] and content-based image or video indexing[5, 6] .
Generally text-detection methods can be classified into three categories. The first one consists of
connected component-based methods, which assume that the text regions have uniform colors and
satisfy certain size, shape, and spatial alignment constraints. Though these methods are comparatively
less sensitive to background colors, they may not differentiate the texts from the text-like backgrounds.
The third one consists of the edge-based methods [7]. They found that better detection results are
obtained by SVM rather than by MLP. Multi-resolution-based text detection methods are often adopted
to detect texts in different scales [8]. Texts with different scales will have different features in the each
sub-band. Moreover, they also made full use of the temporal redundancy to eliminate the falsely
detected text regions [9]. The main contribution of this paper lies in the following three aspects: (1) it is
a fast OCR method as in Fig.1, (2) it is proposed for feature extraction of textual information, and (3) it
is enhancing textual information for its feature extraction.
MPEG
Video

Frame
Extraction

Image
Segmentation

Image
Classsification

Text
Extraction

OCR

Figure 1. Flowchart of Text Extraction
The trend of attendees to take pictures of interesting slides in a presentation is becoming popular. The
captured image by attendees will be more useful in academics, research and knowledge management if
it can be link to the recorded presentation videos. Apart from indexing issues, the problem feature
extraction of poor resolution, noisy, complex backgrounds and varying lighting conditions of the
capture environment are the main issues needed to be address for better features representation.Yet
another way is to provide feature vectors for low resolution image, its come from textual information.
3.

Text Extraction

The aim of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is to classify optical patterns (often contained in a
digital image) corresponding to alphanumeric or other characters. The process of OCR involves several
steps including segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. In principle, any standard OCR
software can now be used to recognize the text in the segmented frames. Due to the very low-resolution
of images of those captured using handheld devices, it is hard to extract the complete layout structure
(logical or physical) of the documents and even worse to apply standard OCR systems.
4.

Experimental Results

4.1 Image segmentation
First of all, the resolution of each document i.e. both the image version of the original electronic
documents and the pre-processed captured documents is checked for re-sampling to a common
resolution format (720 X 540). Due to poor resolution, it is not feasible to go up to the character level as
long as the adjacent characters are overlapped in the captured documents. Then, the final image is
converted to grayscale and binarized using Otsu segmentation method for further processing [Otsu,
1979]. Furthermore, looking at the mean horizontal run length of both black and white pixels the proper
segmentation of foreground objects is checked. For example, for the document images having dark
background and light foreground, the output of the binarization is reversed i.e. black background
(represented as 0’s) and white foreground (represented as 1’s) (Fig.2).
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Black and white (binarization)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Otsu segmentation: (a) original slide document, (b) output of Otsu segmentation
and white pixels in the output of the Otsu segmentation is computed. Normally, the mean horizontal run
length of the background pixels is much higher than that of foreground pixels. If the mean horizontal
run length of the black pixels is comparatively higher than that of the white pixels in the binary images
of the output of Otsu segmentation then the black and white pixels are simply swapped for the required
image. Fig.2 illustrates one of such images having dark background and lighter foreground. For this
particular image (Fig. 2(b)), the mean horizontal length of the black pixels is 32.3 and for white pixels it
is 6.1. The image in Fig. 2(b) is corrected using this black and white run information for perfect
segmentation i.e. black foreground and white background.
4.2 Text localization and extraction
4.2.1 Run-Length Smoothing Algorithm
The method RLSA is applied row-by-row and column-by-column to the above mentioned binary
document images representing white pixels by 1’s and black pixels by 0’s. The RLSA transforms a
binary sequence x into an output sequence y according to the rules described by Behera as follows [10]:
i) 1’s in x are changed to 0’s in y if the number of adjacent 1’s is less than a pre-defined limit, T.
ii) 0’s in x are unchanged in y.
For example, with T = 5 the sequence x is mapped into y , which is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: RLSA algorithm (adapted from [10])

Fig. 3 illustrates the RLSA algorithm in horizontal, vertical and combining output of the image in Fig.
4(c). The values of these thresholds have been evaluated and tuned using about a hundred slide images.
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RLSA vertically

RLSA horizontally

(a)

Intersected Image

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Output of the RLSA: (a) horizontal direction, (b) vertical direction and (c) combining both
the directions, of the binary image in Fig. 4(b)

4.3 Optical Character Recognition
Binarization is achieved with a gray threshold value derived from Otsu’s [38] method. Additional steps
are done for a better binary image. Firstly, a horizontal projection profile analysis is done to detect
white text on black background. If the text color is deemed to be white, the OT-region is inverted. This
is necessary as most OCR software works best with black text on white background. An example of
Otsu segmentation is depicted in Fig. 5.
Final Text
RLSA additional horizontally
16 1617 172673

2117

1496

3272

1629

4437

10373

16071

34581

85680

35 36
2885
2558

3150
3488

3346

4800

4208
3307

6384
32 32

4720

524 756

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Otsu segmentation: (a) original slide document, (b) output of Otsu segmentation

Finally, a vertical projection profile analysis is done to discard unwanted pixel regions that are less than
a calculated threshold. The final binarized image is shown in Fig. 6 (a) and its connected components is
illustrated in Fig. 6(b). Connected components will be explained later. We used ABBYY FineReader
8.0 (http://finereader.abbyy.com) for OCR. We found that it was sufficient for our purpose.
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Show text only

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The extracted text; (a) result for OCR of a binarized frame. (b) connected components.
4.3.1 Analysis of Extracted Characters
ABBYY FineReader is a good OCR software but not for low resolution document. After extracting the
individual characters in a document and determining their properties, we compare them to the original
set. Letters like "g", "j" & "y", which extend below the baseline are in one group, tall letters, such as "l"
and "T" are in another, short characters, like "a" and "c" another, and floating characters, such as "'" and
"^" are in the last. Once classified, an extracted character is compared to learned characters which are in
the same group. If no good match is found, the extracted character is then compared to the other original
characters, regardless of group. Because we found that some characters made it past the original
character recognition algorithm, we deemed it necessary to perform additional operations on poorly
recognized characters. The mainly observable cause of misrecognition in our original program was
linked characters as wide character. An "r" would just barely touch an "i", and the character would be
recognized as an "n". To alleviate this problem, we split the character at its most narrow point. This
algorithm could possibly cause problems with something like "mi"-- with a poorly scanned "m", the
joined character could be broken in the middle of the "m", find an "n", and do something unpredictable
with the remnants of the "m" and the "i". Another common cause of misrecognition were split
characters. An "r" might be split down the middle, leaving an "l"-like figure on the left, and something
incomprehensible on the right.
5.

Enhancing Textual Information

In addition to OCR which was obtained from the binarized frame, we propose several other unique
features that can be used to represent low resolution images. The layout shape signature can be used as
a feature vector to measure the distance between two images in a query by example searching system.
Here we briefly discuss the connection of two features derived from the results of the extraction of
textual information Length of Sentences and the Minimum Spanning Tree of Sentences (MST).
5.1 Length of Sentences
Using text as a feature vector will result in dissimilarity between the original text and the generated
ones. Hence an algorithm is proposed to classify horizontal words into three categories namely short,
medium and long sentences. The sentences are determined from a number of connected components as
in Fig 7. A connected component is by a set of character.
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Figure 7: The histogram of classified connected components.
5.2 Minimum spanning trees
Basically a minimum spanning tree is a subset of the edges of the graph, so that there’s a path form any
node to any other node and that the sum of the weights of the edges is minimum. We consider each
sentence as a node. Here’s the minimum spanning tree of the example (Fig.8) of Prim’s Algorithm by
Robert C. For the example graph, here’s how it would run. The resulting graph will have 8 MST as in
Fig. 8(c). The details of new feature vectors proposed are; Number of Nodes / sentences, Length of
MST, Average edge length (from MST), Standard Deviation of edge length (from MST), Number of
small node, Number of medium node and Number of long node.
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Figure 8: Prim’s Algorithm; (a) Nodes, (b) Edges,(c) MST

6.0 CBIR Result
Figure 9 shows the good resulted obtained from a new feature vectors by using MST and Textual
Profile. The unknown image from database can be recognized by measuring the Euclidean distances of
two vector sets of images.
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Figure 9: CBIR using Minimum Spanning Tree and Textual Profile
7.

Conclusions

Image Segmentation is an important task and requires careful scrutiny. While OCR enables us to search
words in the document, layout signature will be used in indexing. The good indexing scheme of an
image or frame will be able to produce fast and accurate retrieval. However, the results are very
dependent on the quality of OCR images or documents.
In general, the proposed algorithm can give a reliable OCR results. This allows keyword searching for
the retrieval to be implemented. However, for low-resolution images, we propose a new signature taken
from textual information. A new feature from textual information that we obtain as categorized nodes
and the MST is unique for an image. In the future, we intend to develop Content-Based Indexing and
Retrieval (CBIR) system using the obtained feature vector. We believe that through proper indexing,
the proposed CBIR system is able to address the problem of low resolution document. In this paper, our
focus is on scene images from the meetings and conferences. After we have an efficient CBIR, it is not
difficult to make a similar system for video and image from other scenarios.
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Abstract. This study investigated the effectiveness of parsing text into syntactic structure
for paraphrase detection using a discourse parser. Current state-of-the-art paraphrase
detection methods have used a syntactic parser for parsing text but not a discourse parser.
Furthermore, no research has been carried out to study the effect of different paraphrase
mechanisms on paraphrase detection. Paraphrase instances were pre-processed using a
PDTB style discourse parser and comparisons were made with results obtained from a
Stanford Parser, 2-grams, 3-grams and Ferret v.3.0 (baseline) methods. Similarity scores
obtained showed that text pre-processed with the discourse parser outperformed all other
methods. This study initiated more future research into modeling structure-based
paraphrase detection enhances by text-preprocessing using a discourse parser.
Keywords: paraphrase detection, syntactic structure, discourse parser

1 Introduction
Paraphrase detection has important application in many areas that include (a) questionanswering (Ibrahim, Katz & Lin, 2003; Marsi & Krahmer, 2005), (b) text summarization
(Barzilay & Lee, 2003), (c) intelligent tutoring system (McNamara et al. 2007; Rus et al.,
2009) and (d) machine translation evaluation (Callison-Burch, 2008). Many researches on
paraphrase detection applied a syntactic parser to pre-process text into lexico-semantic
(Lintean et al. 2008; Lintean & Rus, 2010; Socher et al., 2011) or syntactic structure (Qiu
et al, 2006; Wan et al. 2006; Rus et al. 2008; Mccarthy et al. 2009; Heilman & Smith,
2010; Socher et al., 2011). Lexical database like WordNet was also used to measure
semantic relatedness in words or phrases (Rus et al. 2008; Das & Smith, 2009; Rus et al.,
2009; Chitra & Kumar, 2010; Lintean & Rus, 2010) to improve similarity detection.
Paraphrase similarity detection could be captured through various approaches as below:
(a) Machine learning approaches to model the lexical, semantic or syntactic features
(Wan et al. 2006; Rus, et al., 2009; Chitra & Kumar, 2010; Socher et al., 2011).
(b) The use of threshold value as in researches by Qiu et al. (2006), Lintean et al. (2008),
Lintean and Rus (2010).
(c) Graph subsumption approach by Rus et al. (2008).
Research on discourse parsers seen to be promising (Prasad et al., 2008; Elwell &
Baldridge, 2008; Wellner, 2009; Pitler et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2010) but their application
to paraphrase similarity detection has yet to be explored. The most current research by
Socher et al. (2011) showed that syntactic tree structure was important for paraphrase
detection. Since a discourse parser is able to parse a text into syntactic structure, a
research could be carried out to investigate whether parsing a text with a discourse parser
is equally good or better than a syntactic parser in detecting paraphrase similarity for
sentences using connectives.
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Even though our proposed work applied text pre-processing approach to obtain syntactic
structure as in researches carried out by Qiu et al, 2006; Wan et al. (2006), Rus et al.
(2008), McCarthy et al. (2009), Heilman and Smith (2010), Socher et al. (2011), it was
done in a different way. First, a PDTB style discourse parser (Lin et al., 2010) was used.
The parsed sentences had binary predicate-argument structure. Discourse connective is
the predicate which linked two separated sentential ideas (arguments) cohesively.
Second, these structural patterns captured asymmetric relationship between two separated
cohesive sentential ideas (arguments) instead of only relationship between two words of a
sentence as output by a syntactic parser. Stanford Parser (Klein & Manning, 2003) was
used to tag all the nouns in argument 1 and 2 to capture key ideas represented. Similarity
comparison could be carried out at a fine-grain level as the asymmetric relationships
contain both structural and semantic information for key ideas of arguments in a sentence
instead of comparing only word-to-word relationships. Third, the PDTB style discourse
parser (Lin et al., 2010) produced a lower number of asymmetric relationship sets when
compared to those produced by a syntactic parser. This could reduce computational cost
for simple lexical matching method. Finally, the effects of different paraphrasing
mechanisms in detecting paraphrase similarity were also analyzed. This kind of
comparisons for detecting paraphrase similarity has not been carried out in any of the
state-of-the-art research so far. Thus, our proposed work is novel in pre-processing text
using a discourse parser for paraphrase similarity detection.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Paraphrase Texts
The paraphrase texts for this case study are standard corpus for paraphrase recognition
from Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan et al., 2004). The selected instances
covered a range of paraphrasing mechanisms that include deletion, same polarity
substitution, diathesis alternation, change in the lexicalization pattern and insertion (refer
Table 1). Vila, Marti and Rodriguez (2011) gave a detail description for a typology used
to identify the different paraphrasing mechanisms.
Table 1. Selected instances of paraphrases for case study.
Case
1a

2a

3a

Original Sentence
The son of circus trapeze artists
turned vaudevillians, O'Connor was
born on Aug. 28, 1925, in Chicago
and was carried onstage for
applause when he was three days
old.
These
documents
are
indecipherable to me, and the fact
is that this investigation has led
nowhere, the lawyer said.
Saddam's
other
son,
Odai,
surrendered Friday, but the
Americans are keeping it quiet
because he's a U.S. agent.

Case

Paraphrase

1b

The son of circus trapeze artists
turned vaudevillians, O'Connor
was carried onstage for applause
when he was 3 days old.

2b

These
documents
are
indecipherable to me, the lawyers
said, "and the fact is that this
investigation has led nowhere.
Hussein's other son, Uday,
surrendered yesterday, but the
Americans are keeping it quiet
because he's a US agent.

3b
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Paraphrase
Mechanism
Deletion.

Diathesis
alternation.

Same polarity
substitution.

4a

There are 625 U.N. troops in
Bunia, while there are between
25,000 and 28,000 tribal fighters,
from all sides, in the region.

4b

5a

Don Asper called the attack
"bothersome," before he and his
wife contacted the firm's Web site
provider to replace the vandalized
page.

5b

6a

Kingston also finished with 67 after
producing six birdies on the back
nine.
Beaumont said he doesn't expect a
rapturous welcome for Jackson if
he goes ahead with his visit to
England.

6b

7a

7b

There are 625 U.N. troops in
Bunia, while there are between
25,000 and 28,000 tribal fighters in
the region, with thousands of them
deployed in and around Bunia.
In a telephone interview, Don
Asper
called
the
attack
"bothersome," before he and his
wife contacted the firm's web site
provider to have the vandalised
page replaced.
South Africa's James Kingston is
also on five under after blitzing six
birdies on his back nine.
Mark Beaumont, a staff writer at
music magazine NME, said he
doesn't expect a rapturous welcome
for Jackson if he goes ahead with
his visit to England.

Deletion.
Insertion.

Insertion.
Diathesis
alternation.

Change in the
lexicalization
pattern.
Deletion.

2.2 PDTB (Penn Discourse Treebank) Style Discourse Parser
PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008) annotate explicit discourse relation via lexical element known
as discourse connectives. As for implicit discourse relation, it is annotated via sentence
adjacency. Discourse connectives are grouped into three syntactic classes: (a)
subordinating conjunctions, (b) coordinating conjunctions and (c) discourse adverbials.
A binary predicate-argument structure is used to represent PDTB discourse relation.
Discourse connective is the predicate in which the two text-spans are the arguments.
Argument 2 is the syntactically attached text span to the connective. Many researches
using PDTB to study discourse relation and its arguments have been carried out (Wellner
& Pustejovsky, 2007; Elwell & Baldridge, 2008; Pitler & Nenkova, 2009; Wellner;
2009). Lin et al. (2010) has developed a first end-to-end PDTB style discourse parser
(using a parsing algorithm that connects all sub-tasks into a single pipeline) that
overcome the limitations of methods developed by earlier researchers. The single pipeline
of this parser is made up of (a) connective classifier, (b) argument labeler, (c) explicit
classifier, (d) non-explicit classifier and (e) attribution span labeler with two subcomponents: argument position classifier and argument extractor. The parser can
accurately identify, label arguments and attribution spans of a discourse relation.
2.3 Word N-grams Overlap
N-grams is a set-theoretic containment based method for similarity measurement for a
given n-word sequence. A document can be represented as a string of n-gram tokens
before being compared (Broder, 1998). The n-gram tokens are the elements for a set
which is the document. Let A and B represents two documents. Then, S(A) and S(B) will
represent the sets of n-grams respectively. The five different similarity measures are as
(1) to (5) below:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

2.4 Method
Paraphrase instances were parsed using PDTB style discourse parser (Lin et al., 2010).
The parsed texts consist of discourse connectives (DC) tagged arguments (ARG). In
order to reduce the dimension of the DC-ARG relation, only content words (CW)
consisted of noun (noun, plural noun, proper noun) in the arguments were extracted.
These DC-CW-ARG were the predicate-argument tuples that represented lexical and
syntactic dependencies among words of the DC-ARG for the comparison of similarities
between texts. DC represented the predicate whereas CW-ARG represents the argument.
Text A and Text B were thus reduced into strings of DC-CW-ARG tags to capture the
underlying lexical and syntactic dependencies among words representation of the texts.
Figure 1 showed the methodology used.
Input

Similarity Score Computation

Pre-processing

Processed Text A
Text A

Text B

PDTB Style
Discourse Parser
(Lin et al., 2010)

DC Tagged
Arguments
Extraction
(DC-ARG)

Content Word
(noun) Tag DCArguments
(DC-CW-ARG)

Processed Text B
Dice/Cosine
Similarity Score

Fig. 1. Case study using PDTB style discourse parser.
For the purpose of comparison with text pre-processed using a syntactic parser, Stanford
Parser (http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/index.jsp) was used. Dependency relations of
this parsed text consisted of words constituents with grammatical relations which become
the tuples. These grammatical relations were the extracted textual relation which
consisted of the triplets: name of the relation, governor and dependent. Wan et al. (2006)
indicated that dependency relationships encode very similar information to bigrams. The
methodology of this study was also applied to pre-processed test cases using n-gram. The
only difference between the three approaches (PDTB style discourse parser, Stanford
Parser, n-gram) using this methodology was in their text pre-processing. Overlap of word
n-gram was used as the similarity measure for this case study. Dice similarity measure
(symmetric score) is used since both sets representing Text A and Text B are almost of
similar size. Cosine similarity measure (asymmetric score) is included for the purpose of
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comparison since it is not influence by the size of the sets. Ferret v.3.0 (2006) was used
as the baseline similarity measure.
3 Results
Baseline similarity scores using Ferret v.3.0 have values ranging from the lowest score of
0.04 for test case 6 to highest score of 0.63 for test case 7. Other test cases have value
around 0.4 to slightly above 0.5. Table 2 showed the scores for baseline method.
Table 2. Baseline Similarity Score.
Case
Ferret v.3.0

1
0.52

2
0.55

3
0.37

4
0.45

5
0.57

6
0.04

7
0.63

Dice similarity score has the highest value of 0.90 for discourse parser in test case 5 and
the lowest value of 0.07 for 3-gram in test case 6. Similar findings were also obtained for
cosine similarity score. Overall, discourse parser outperformed all other methods
including the baseline method for most of the test cases. Table 3 showed the similarity
scores for all the test cases.
Table 3. Test cases similarity scores.
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Similarity Score
Dice
Cosine
Dice
Cosine
Dice
Cosine
Dice
Cosine
Dice
Cosine
Dice
Cosine
Dice
Cosine

Discourse Parser
0.89
0.89
0.86
0.87
0.70
0.70
0.77
0.77
0.90
0.90
0.67
0.67
0.86
0.87

Dependency Parser
0.70
0.71
0.74
0.74
0.78
0.78
0.73
0.73
0.75
0.75
0.08
0.08
0.83
0.84

2-gram
0.73
0.75
0.81
0.81
0.54
0.54
0.72
0.73
0.69
0.70
0.20
0.20
0.74
0.75

3-gram
0.61
0.62
0.68
0.68
0.43
0.43
0.68
0.68
0.65
0.66
0.07
0.07
0.70
0.71

4 Discussion
Overall, text pre-processed with PDTB style discourse parser gave the best similarity
score result with 85.71% of the test cases having the highest score. Stanford parser
ranked second in giving a slightly better similarity score when compared to 2-gram
method. 3-gram gave the second lowest similarity score for all the test cases. The
baseline method using Ferret v.3.0 (2006) had the lowest ranking similarity score. It was
not surprising since it used trigrams for comparison which was similar to 3-gram used in
the case study. 3-gram actually gave the lowest similarity score ranking when compared
to the other non-baseline methods. Table 4 showed the similarity score ranking.
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Table 4. Similarity score ranking.
Pre-process Method

Discourse Parser
Stanford Parser
2-gram
3-gram
Ferret v.3.0 (baseline)

First (%)
(Highest)
85.71
14.28
0
0
0

Similarity Score Ranking
Second (%)
Third (%)
Fourth (%)
14.28
42.86
42.86
0
0

0
42.86
57.14
0
0

0
0
0
100
0

Fifth(%)
(Lowest)
0
0
0
0
100

The finding showed that only text pre-processed with PDTB style discourse parser was
able to outperform all other methods with significant score difference for test case 6. This
indicated that parsing text with this method was more efficient in detecting paraphrase
mechanism that involved a change in the lexicalization pattern. All methods were
equally efficient in pre-processed text for test case 1, 4 and 7 that used deletion
paraphrase mechanism. Similar finding was obtained for test case 4 and 5 that used
insertion paraphrase mechanism. In addition, test case 2 and 5 also gave similar finding
for diathesis alternation paraphrase mechanism. On the contrary, only Stanford Parser
and PDTB style discourse parser performed equally well and better than n-grams
(n={2,3}) for test case 3 that used same polarity substitution paraphrase mechanism.
Table 3 showed the similarity scores for all the test cases. Baseline similarity scores were
included for comparison (Table 2).
Test case 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7 were instances that had same propositional content and similar
word form for the paraphrase pairs. Even though some word/phrase was deleted (case 1,
4 and 7), inserted (case 4 and 5) or altered (case 2 and 5), formal mapping between each
pair of test case was still able to give high similarity scores. This indicated that
paraphrases that had same propositional content and similar word form could be
efficiently detected for text pre-processed with all the four methods used in this study,
with PDTB style discourse parser gave the highest similarity score overall. Paraphrase
with polarity substitution (case 3) involved word substitution with synonym. This lower
similar word form of the paraphrase sentence which also reduced formal mapping
between the paraphrase pair. This especially affected (lower) the similarity score for text
pre-processed with n-grams (n={2,3}) since n-grams could only map similar word form
efficiently. On the contrary, text pre-processed with Stanford and PDTB style discourse
parser was able to capture both lexical and syntactic dependencies among words of the
sentence. As a result, similar word substitution did not affect the similarity scores for
these methods. However, only PDTB style discourse parser could pre-process paraphrase
that had same propositional content but high different word form (case 6), efficiently.
Text pre-process with PDTB style discourse parser was able to capture not only lexical
and syntactic dependencies among words but also separate predicate-argument relation
for argument 1 and 2 of a sentence. This characteristic enabled the identification of
word/phrase insertion, deletion or swapping between predicate-argument (ARG1 &
ARG2) relation. Another advantage of using PDTB style discourse parser was the reduce
dimension of the predicate-argument relation tuple when compare to either the Stanford
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Parser or n-gram method. Table 5 showed a comparison for some of the features describe
in this section.
Table 5. Text pre-processing method features comparison.
Method
Features
Tuple dimension
Similarity Score
lexical and syntactic dependencies
among words tuple
Word sequence tuple
Predicate(ARG1,ARG2) relation

PDTB Style
Discourse Parser
Low
High
√

Stanford
Parser
High
Average
√

2-gram

3-gram

High
Average
×

High
Low
×

×
√

×
×

√
×

√
×

5 Conclusion
The case studies that have been conducted in the paper showed that PDTB style discourse
parser (Lin et al., 2010) outperformed all other methods including the baseline method in
its effectiveness in pre-processing text for paraphrase comparison. Besides, the lower
number of asymmetric relationship sets of the proposed approach comparing to either the
Stanford parser or (n={2,3}-grams) method could also reduce computational cost during
N-gram overlap similarity score calculation. The Predicate(ARG1,ARG2) relation output
from this approach helped to enhance detection of paraphrase which has same
propositional content but high different word form (case 6). The limitation of this study is
it uses only 7 paraphrase instances for similarity comparisons. Since this initial study
indicated positive results, future research using more instances of paraphrases could be
carried out.
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